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LAW REVIEW VICE PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS 
Dear Readers, USQ Law Society Members and Legal Fraternity Members, 
 
I would like to welcome you all to the USQLS Law Review Summer 2021 Edition, a collation 
of article contributions from both USQ Law School Students and Alumni alike. The Summer 
Edition exemplifies four years of work dedicated to furthering the goals of not on the USQ 
Law Society, but to the exposure of our members to an unprecedented international reach with 
their contributions to the Law Review. 
 
It has been a pleasure over the past four years to hold initially, the Law Review Director and 
then Vice President position within the USQ Law Society Executive. As this will be the last 
time I have the pleasure to address you in this forum, I would like to thank each and every 
person from the past four years who has expressed interest, contributed articles, time and 
provided aid to the USQLS Law Review. A special thanks to the 2021 USQ Law Society 
Executive team, especially President Tracy Bowen, Secretary Jason Lander, Vice President 
Careers & Education Francene Ridley, and the entirety of the 2021 Editorial Board. I would 
like to extend a special thanks to John Devereux for his continuing support, patience and 
guidance, without who’s support the Law Review would not be where it is today. 
 
I would like to extend a warm welcome to incoming USQLS Law Review Vice President, 
Jaidyn Pairoz. Not only myself, but the entirety of the USQ Law Society is excited to see the 
direction you take the Law Review.  
 
It is officially my pleasure to welcome you, the Reader, to 2021 Summer Edition of the USQLS 
Law Review. 
 
Kind Regards, 
Tory Webb 
Law Review Director 
USQ Law Society 
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EDITOR-IN-CHIEF’S ADDRESS 
Dear Esteemed Readers and Legal Enthusiasts, 
 
This year has been an amazing journey with the USQLS Law Review, and a great honour to 
work with the director Tory Webb, and the amazing editorial team. It has been a huge privilege 
to read and be a part of the editorial process with writing, sharing their intellect, ideas, and 
dreams for a better world.  
 
I am forever grateful the contributors who used their intellectual and creative minds which have 
provided amazing contributions to the USQLS Law Review. I would also like to thank the 
executive of the USQ Law Society for their support, ideas, and mentoring every step of the 
way. 
 
I welcome Jaidyn Paroz as the incumbent director of the Law Review and thank him for taking 
on my idea notes for the Law Review in 2022. The broader legal profession and I look forward 
to seeing how Jaidyn will take on the USQLS Law Review and make it his own. 
 
One last thankful mention to my family and friends who have encouraged and believed in me 
every step of the way. I would not have made it so far without their love and support. 
 
Enjoy the following scholarly articles brought to you by the USQ Law Society. 
 
Kind regards, 
Ian M.C. Remfrey 
Editor-in-Chief 
USQ Law Society Law Review 
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OF TALL POPPIES AND FAT CATS: LIABILITY 
FOR FEDERAL CORRUPTION  

JOHN DEVEREUX* AND ANDREW CLARKE**  

The authors gratefully acknowledge the assistance of Jeeyang Rhee Baum of the Kennedy 
School of Government, who kindly reviewed an earlier draft of this article. Any errors remain 
our own. This paper reflects the law and materials as available to us as at 30 September 2020. 

Abstract 

All Australian States and Territories have anti-corruption agencies, but there is not a broad 
based Federal anti-corruption agency. This article examines whether there is a need for a 
Federal anti-corruption agency and, if not, why there have been persistent calls for one. The 
article argues that the push for an anti-corruption agency has its roots in the Australian 
culture, particularly in tall poppy syndrome. The article argues the current anti-corruption 
agency proposals are deeply flawed. In place of an anti-corruption agency. A subsequent 
article will considers the use of a tortious cause of action for those who suffer damage as a 
result of corruption.  

I.  INTRODUCTION 

In 1984, Mick Young, Minister of State, landed at Adelaide airport, having returned from an 
overseas trip. On his arrivals form he said he had nothing to declare in his luggage. In fact, his 
luggage contained a large stuffed toy bear. A gift for one of his children. “The Paddington Bear 
Affair” gripped the nation.1 Young was eventually cleared by a Inquiry – but only after he first 
resigned. Two years earlier, Michael McKellar, a Minister in the Federal Government brought 
into Australia a 6 inch colour television, but declared it only as a black and white TV. He was 
sacked, as was John Moore, the customs minister who was said to have handled the matter 
“clumsily”.2 Little wonder that it has been suggested “When Australia does political scandal, 
it never seems to reach the heights of other nations.”3  

All states in Australia now have anti-corruption agencies. The Federal government does not.  
In some states in Australia, introduction of an anti-corruption commission was sparked by 
revelations of serious misconduct or corruption in public office. While there have, of course, 
been allegations of corruption at the Federal level, such allegations have been considerably 
fewer in number, and less broad in scope.  

 
* School of Law, University of Queensland. 
**School of Law, Victoria University of Technology. 
1 Max Blenken, ‘Scandal for Government Over Bear in There’, news.com.au (online, 1 January 2013) 
<https://www.news.com.au/national/breaking-news/scandal-for-labor-over-bear-in-there/news-
story/c01ecc4bb71875bdd095fef16c2edf5d>.  
2 Barrie Cassidy, ‘Yes Minister, No Minister, Sacked Minister’ Australian Broadcasting Commission, (online, 17 February 
2017) <https://www.abc.net.au/news/2010-02-17/yes-minister-no-minister-sacked-minister/334722?site=thedrum>.  
3 Ibid. 
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Yet all political parties – government, opposition, minor party and cross benchers have 
committed themselves to establishing a Federal anti-corruption commission. But in the absence 
of evidence of serious corruption at a national level, why? What is the point? And how do the 
political parties envisage the body best be constituted? Will what is proposed, work? 

This paper examines the Australian paradox – why all sides of politics are committed to a new 
national anti-corruption agency when there is little evidence of serious corruption at a national 
level. Having discussed why, the paper then proceeds to consider whether the proposed how 
of regulation is the most appropriate model. 

We examine the evidence as to the prevalence of corruption at a national level in Australia. We 
argue that, although the 1980s saw exposure of high levels of corruption in at least one state in 
Australia, there is low level of corruption at the Federal level.  

We briefly identify some of the reasons for the lack of corruption at a Federal level, and suggest 
that Australians may be unfairly attributing evidence of corruption at a state level, to that at a 
federal level. 

We argue the determination to introduce a federal anti-corruption body derives from a deeply 
engrained cultural belief – “tall poppy syndrome”.   

We explain the syndrome, and its on-going significance for the construction of political 
institutions in Australia. In particular, we note the syndrome’s tendency to attribute mala fides 
to politicians and senior bureaucrats (‘the fat cats”). 

In the final part of this paper, we examine the two main models put forward for a national anti 
-corruption agency. We argue both models are deeply flawed. The first, because it fails to 
adequately address cultural sensitivities and concerns raised by tall poppy syndrome, and also 
because it establishes a lop sided, asymmetric approach to fighting corruption. The second, 
because it assumes the anti-corruption model adopted by the States can simply be transplanted 
at the federal level – which fails to address constitutional limitations on the exercise of federal 
power, rendering some parts of the proposal potentially unconstitutional. 

We argue that both models proceed on the assumption that, establishment of an anti corruption 
model itself, without reference to the literature on how best to fight corruption, is sufficient. 
We argue that this “bolt on” addition model favoured both by government and opposition is 
inadequate. 

In a paper in preparation we examine the emergence of a new cause of action in civil law in 
Australia. This cause of action is no substitute for a properly established anti-corruption 
commission. But, as a stop gap, it may provide some relief to people aggrieved by corrupt 
decisions. 
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II.  CORRUPTION IN AUSTRALIA 

A Crime in Australia  

Australia has a very low level of crime. The Australian Bureau of Statistics crime figures 
released on 9 July 2020 indicate that between 2008–09 and 2017–18 the national victimisation 
rate decreased for crime in all categories except sexual assault (which remained steady). Only 
5.0% (966,600) of Australians aged 15 years and over have experienced personal crime.4 

Corruption, being by its very nature, secretive or hidden, is hard to track. Transparency 
International ranks Australia at 12 (up from 13 in 2018) of the least corrupt nations in the world 
in its annual perceptions index.5 This is clearly a  low level of corruption. Of course, as the 
National Crime Prevention Council of Singapore says – low crime does not mean no crime. It 
would be naïve to assume that there is no corruption in Australia. 

The evidence suggests there have been high levels of corruption in one or two States in 
Australia. In 1988 Queensland conducted an Inquiry, the Fitzgerald Commission, which, over 
three years revealed a culture of corrupt practices (referred to by police as “the joke”) within 
the Queensland Police Service and the ruling conservative party. The result was the creation of 
a Crime and Misconduct Commission, subsequently re-named the Crime and Corruption 
Commission. New South Wales, over the years, has also experienced periods of high profile 
corrupt behaviour, especially among politicians. The level of corruption has been exposed by 
the Independent Commission Against Corruption in that state.6   

All States in Australia now have anti corruption commissions. 

There have been no major scandals at a Federal level. The two most recent allegations of 
corruption involve the Federal sports minister, accused of “pork barrelling” in terms of 
assigning sports grants. The potential for irregularity was identified by the Australian National 
Audit Office. An investigation conducted by the Department of Prime Minister and cabinet 
cleared the Minister of any wrongdoing.7  

Separately the Deputy Prime Minister of Australia was the subject of speculation as to a 
potential misuse of power when it was revealed he was having an affair with a former staffer. 
He resigned pending an investigation. The investigation revealed no misuse of funds, and no 
advantage in terms of job opportunity provided to the staffer. The Deputy Prime Minister 

 
4 Australian Bureau of Statistics 2020 Crime Statistics <https://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/mf/4530.0  accessed 20 
July 2020>. 
5 Transparency International (Webpage, 20 July 2020) <https://www.transparency.org/en/>. 
6 Sean Nicholls, ‘What Goes Around, Comes Around in NSW: The Corruption State’ Sydney Morning Herald (online, 30 
March 2017) <https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/what-goes-around-comes-around-in-nsw-the-corruption-state-
20170330-gva4za.html>. 
7 Australian Parliament House, Administration of Sports Grants 
<https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Senate/Administration_of_Sports_Grants/AdminSportsGrant
s>. 
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advised that the relationship had begun only after his new partner had left his employ.8 The 
Prime Minister subsequently introduced a ban on Ministers having sex with their staffers (aka 
“the bonk ban”). 

The Australian public sector is consistently rated as a low corruption jurisdiction. Australia is 
not known for widespread corruption9. Corruption in Australian politics is not widely perceived 
to be endemic, and very few people in Australia have personal experience of corruption10. 

B Why might there be less corruption at the Federal level?  

There are four possibilities.  

The first relates to the small number of legislative functions exercised by the Federal 
government. 

Under the Constitution, the majority of legislative powers (and thus functions) are reserved to 
the States. The Commonwealth has only very narrow enumerated powers, mainly in section 51 
of the Constitution. I suggest that, as a consequence, corruption may be at a much lower level 
at the national level, than it is in the States; simply as a consequence of the fact that the 
Commonwealth exercises fewer powers, over fewer matters than does the States. There are, 
numerically, less opportunities at the Federal Level. The strength of this argument is weakened 
by the fact that the Federal government has used its grants power under section 96 of the 
Constitution, to influence the development of state matters over which it has no direct 
legislative competence. So, for example, the Federal government has no legislative competence 
over the field of health, but makes grants to the States to fund health care – subject to those 
States agreeing to meet Federal conditions.  

The second possibility relates to the broad focus of Federal matters. Boyce11 argues that the 
Federal government is concerned with broad matters of national import. These, according to 
Boyce, do not tend to lead to bribes or conflict of interest.  

The third possibility relates to location.12 The decision making base of the Commonwealth is 
in Canberra - a considerable physical distance from daily tactical decision making in the 
regions where corruption might occur.  

The fourth possibility is that the Commonwealth has a sophisticated parliamentary scrutiny 
system as well as administrative review processes.13 The recent establishment in all States and 
Territories of equivalent processes lessens the impact of this argument. 

 
8 Claire Bickers, ‘Barnaby Joyce and Vikki Campion Relationship: Timeline of Events’ The Courier Mail (online, 29 May 
2018) <https://www.couriermail.com.au/business/work/barnaby-joyce-and-vikki-campion-relationship-timeline-of-events-
revealed/news-story/065e47b62c60559eb3574f81dee3da05> 
9 Clive Bean, Identity Fear and Governance in the 21st Century (ANU Press, 2012) 95. 
10 Ibid 96. 
11 Peter Boyce, ‘The Three Monkeys Syndrome and Possible Remedies’ (Paper presented at the Third Conference of the 
Samuel Griffith Society, Fremantle, 5 November 1993). 
12 Ibid. 
13 Ibid. 
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C How Does the Federal Regulatory Scheme Currently Operate? 

The Commonwealth currently has a multi-agency approach to bureaucratic oversight. This 
approach covers very select, and by no means all, commonwealth activities and undertakings. 
Current federal agencies include: 

• Australian Commission for Law Enforcement Integrity  
• Australian Electoral Commissioner 
• Australian Federal Police 
• Fraud and Anti Corruption Centre (located within the Australian Federal Police) 
• Australian National Audit Office  
• Auditor General 
• Australian Public Service Commissioner/Merit Protection Commissioner 
• Australian Securities and Investments Commission  
• Commonwealth Ombudsman 
• Independent Parliamentary Expenses Authority 
• Inspectors General of Intelligence and Security, Taxation, and the Australian Defence 

Force 
• Parliamentary Committees (such as the Senate/House Standing Committees on 

Privileges) 
• Parliamentary Services Commissioner  
• Royal Commissions (ad hoc, and into specific matters) 

There is no evidence to say whether the actions of the above federal agencies are the reason for 
low corruption at the Federal level. Only one commentator has suggested the Federal agencies 
have been “achieving their stated purpose”14  

Administrative review functions at a Federal levels are highly developed and attuned to 
ensuring decisions are procedurally fair and merits based. 

Judicial review grounds include a right of anyone affected by “a decision made under an 
enactment” to seek Judicial Review (Administrative Decisions Judicial Review Act). Grounds 
under which a decision may be set aside include taking into account irrelevant considerations, 
acting under dictation, unreasonableness, acting ultra vires. The main limitation from a 
prevention of corruption issue is that the right to review applies only to a final or operative 
decision – not a step along the way to making that decision.  

For certain decisions, a right to merit review exists under the Administrative Appeals Act, and 
the review tribunal is obliged to determine “the correct or preferable decision” according to the 
merits.   

Notwithstanding the lack of evidence of corruption at a Federal level (whether such is innate 
or due to the operation of the multi agencies), public concern about corruption and misconduct 

 
14 Gideon Rozner and Morgan Begg, Anti-Corruption Commissions and Legal Rights (Report submission, 1 February 2019) 
<https://www.ag.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-05/IPA.pdf>. 
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by politicians is increasing. Only a quarter of Australians surveyed in 2016 agreed that people 
in government can be trusted to do the right thing, and three quarters agreed that people in 
government look after themselves.15 The limitation of the above studies is, of course, that they 
focus not exclusively on Federal government – but on Australian government – the latter 
embracing Federal, state, and local politics.  

The conclusions about perception of corruption at a federal level have not been without their 
critics. The Institute of Public Affairs notes that while Australians may be cynical about public 
institutions, the cause of this cynicism is unclear, and cannot necessarily be attributed to 
widespread corruption. They point, additionally, to the fact that by including in the above 
survey, feedback on lobbying and donation to political parties – the studies exceed the normally 
understood definition of corruption.16 

An additional matter worth considering is that there is a poor level of understanding in the 
public generally, as to what level of government (federal, state or local) handles what areas of 
responsibility. “Federation…means little to most Australians”17 Moves to introduce “one stop 
shopping” for complaints agencies (e.g the state and federal ombudsman share a single office 
in all state capitals) have done little to ease the blurring of lines of understanding as to who 
does what in the Australian federation. It might be conjectured then, that an unclear Australian 
public, confronted with substantial evidence of corruption at a state level in Australia in the 
1980s, might fail to note that this corruption is simply state, and not federally based. In other 
words, actual evidence of corruption of state politicians and bureaucracy might be erroneously 
attributed to federal politicians and bureaucrats.  

In the next part of the paper, we explore what we suggest is the major source of the public’s 
on-going cynicism in respect of politicians and senior bureaucrats at a Federal level– tall poppy 
syndrome. 

III.  TALL POPPY SYNDROME 

Culture and the values within it have an important part to play, both in whether corruption takes 
root, and in the success of anti corruption measures. (Fisman and Golden 2017)18 

Political culture “runs deep and cannot be legislated nor can governments create structures to 
increase political trust. The underlying values and beliefs mediate and create a lag in any 
change…”19. 

 
15 S.M Cameron, and I McAllister, Trends in Australian Political Opinion Results from the Australian Election Study 1987-
2016, The Australian Election Study <australianelectionstudy.org>. 
16 Rozner and Begg (n 14). 
17 Robert Birrell, Federation: The Secret Story (Duffy & Snellgrove, 2001). 
18 Ray Fisman and Miriam Golden, Corruption: What You Need to Know (Oxford University Press, 1st Edition, 2017). 
19 De La Rama and Lester, Submission to the Senate, Commonwealth Integrity Commission, 1 February 2019 
<https://www.ag.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-03/Dr-marie-dela-rama-mr-michael-lester.pdf>. 
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Ma and Young20 note that political trust can stem from social trust. It is independent in the 
short run of outputs and performance  

Taking into account all of the above, what do we know about Australian culture, its values and 
its level of social and political trust? 

Australians believe they live in “The Lucky Country”.21 They value “having a fair go” (ie 
everyone being given an opportunity).22 

They see themselves as laid back and friendly.23 Deep within the psyche is the notion of 
mateship24 – friendship, egalitarianism, mutual support. Mateship is relaxed, friendly and 
informal. 

Buried within the idea of mateship, is tall poppy syndrome.25 The gist of tall poppy syndrome 
is that a person who, by whatever means or for whatever reason, is the tallest poppy in the field, 
will be cut down to size by others. Tall poppies are not mates. They are not equal. They are 
those who are perceived as being above the rest. Tall poppy syndrome is prevalent in education, 
business and sports. The syndrome manifests itself in anti-authoritarianism. Every child in 
Australia knows the song Waltzing Matilda. The hero of the song is an itinerant who trespasses 
on another’s land, and steals a sheep (“a jolly jumbuck”) which he secretes so as to eat later 
(“and he sang as he shoved that jumbuck in his tucker bag”). When confronted by the landed 
gentry (“down came the squatter, mounted on his thoroughbred”) whose sheep the swagman 
has stolen, as well as being confronted by the constabulary (“the troopers”) who are seen to 
enforce the squatter’s law, the swagman jumps into the water hole “(‘the billabong”) and 
drowns himself, rather than suffer the ignominy of being downtrodden by the tall poppy 
landowner.  

The nation’s heroes are not Florey (who discovered penicillin), nor Fraser (who developed  the 
HPV vaccine). An advertising campaign in the early 2001, the Centenary of Federation, 
challenged Australians to try to name Australia’s first Prime Minister26 Pfenningworth notes 
that despite Barton being the father of federation, our first Prime Minister has been “hiding in 
plain sight”.  

Australia’s heroes are Ned Kelly – a bushranger who robbed and violently stood up to 
authorities while promoting the interests of a downtrodden local Irish community - or the 
mythical jolly swagman from Waltzing Matilda. Tall poppy syndrome is particularly hard on 

 
20 Deyong Ma and Feng Young, ‘Authoritarian Orientations and Political Trust in East Asian Societies’ (2014) 31 East Asia 
323-341. 
21 Donald Horne, The Lucky Country (Penguin, 1st edition, 1964). 
22 Trish Bolton, ‘Land of the Fair Go: An Exploration of Australian Identity’ (2003) 75(2) Australian Quarterly 16. 
23 Cliff and Cramer (2018) 
24 James Page, ‘Is Mateship a Virtue?’ (2002) 37(2) Australian Journal of Social Issues 193. 
25 Bert Peeters, ‘Tall Poppies in the Land Downunder’ (2015) International Journal of Law and Culture <https://research-
repository.griffith.edu.au/bitstream/handle/10072/348409/PeetersPUB3311.pdf?sequence=1>. 
26 Stephanie Pfenningworth, ‘The Uniform, the Prime Minister and the Empire’ (2017) 4 (1) Critical Studies in Men’s 
Fashions 1. 
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politicians27 and bureaucrats. They are often referred to as “fat cats” – invoking images of an 
overweight and bloated cat, rich on the cream of life. 

Hirst notes:  

Politics is necessarily about inequality. In democracies those who exercise power gain 
their authority by the votes of the people. That inequality Australians are reluctant to 
recognize… Australians will recognise that a boss or military officer must have power, 
though they will respect him only if he exercises power properly., But politicians have 
no excuse for wanting power, they have wilfully put themselves above the rest. They 
will have trouble therefore in gaining respect, no matter who they are or what they do. 
Many Australians seem to think politics exists only because there are a few egomaniacs 
wanting to be politicians.28  

Peeters argues that politicians “provide the worst species of tall poppies large sections of the 
electorate love to hate them, either indiscriminately or more selectively”.29 Trust in politicians 
is “modest at best”30. Research suggests that the public expects higher levels of integrity from 
politicians than the politicians do themselves31 though there is confidence in the electoral 
process in terms of it permitting representation of voters views.32 

Tall poppy syndrome is powerful and explains the contradiction that while research indicates 
little evidence of corruption at the Federal level in Australia, it also notes Australians “do not 
feel terribly influential and [are] not always confident of fair treatment from public officials”.33 

Tall poppy syndrome has two impacts relevant to the present paper. Firstly, the underlying fear 
and loathing of politicians and bureaucrats will mean that Australians will crave an anti 
corruption body to keep politicians and bureaucrats in check – irrespective of the evidence (or 
lack of) political corruption. Secondly, any anti corruption agency which does not exhibit signs 
of effective oversight or control of politicians, is doomed to fail. 

In the next part of this paper, we review the federal anti corruption models. 

IV. THE FEDERAL ANTI CORRUPTION PROPOSALS 

At first blush, it appears here have been two major rounds of anti corruption proposals in 
Australia at the Federal level. First, the McGowan bill in 2018. Secondly, the government 
proposal late that year, and the opposition response. 

 
27 Ross Terrill, The Australians: The Way We live Now (Doubleday, 1st edition, 2000). 
28 John Hirst, Sense and Nonsense in Australian History (Black Ink, 1st edition 2009) 301-302) 
29 Peeters (n 25). 
30 Clive Bean, ‘Is There a Crisis of Trust in Australia’ in S Wilson et al (eds) Australian Social Attitudes – The First Report, 
(UNSW Press, 2005). 
31 Ian McAllister, ‘Keeping the Bastards Honest: Public and Elite Perceptions of Ethical Conduct’ (2000) 48 Political 
Studies 22. 
32 Bean (n 30). 
33 Bean (n 9). 
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In fact, the issue dates back much further. In 2009, the leader of the Greens Party proposed a 
motion calling for the government to establish an anti corruption body. The motion was 
defeated. The Greens have introduced Bills attempting to introduce an anti corruption body in 
2011, 2012, 2013, 2016, 2017 and 2018 (the McGowan bill). All bills were defeated or lapsed. 

It is not possible, in a paper of this size to consider all variants of an anti corruption body put 
forward over the years. Rather, the focus will be on the government’s proposal (which 
incorporates a fair amount of the Greens previous work), and the opposition’s counter proposal. 

At the outset, it is worth noting that all parties in Australia - government, opposition and minor 
parties unanimously support the establishment of an anti-corruption commission. They have 
done so since 2018.  

As at 1 October 2020, there had been no government bill drafted, tabled or distributed so that 
the fine detail could be established.34 The opposition released a statement of support for the 
principle of an anti-corruption with an undertaking to introduce an anti corruption body based 
on seven principles.  

The “constitutional moment” of establishment is critically important for anti-corruption 
agencies.35 The constitutional moment offered by government and opposition in Australia is 
not promising – though for different reasons. 

A The Government Proposal 

The government proposes introducing a two limbed corruption commission.36 The 
Commission is designed to “deter, deter and investigate” corruption and work with agencies to 
develop resilience and capability. 

The first limb – the Law Enforcement Integrity Division - incorporates the bodies identified in 
part I of this paper, adding to them other agencies which also review sensitive matters and 
which already have coercive powers – The Australian Taxation Office, the Australian 
Prudential Regulation Authority (which has jurisdiction over banks and insurers) and the 
Australian Securities and Investment Commission (which overviews the stock exchange).  

This side of the house can hold public hearings and has coercive powers. It takes as its 
definition of corruption the existing definition from the Law Enforcement Integrity 
Commissioner Act 2006. It only investigates conduct capable of amounting to a crime. No 
findings of corruption at large can be made. Referrals can be made by an agency head, the 
Attorney General or a member of the public. 

The other side of the house, the public sector integrity division covers the balance of the public 
service (including members of parliament and their staffers), as well as commonwealth service 

 
34 A draft bill was finally circulated by the Commonwealth in November 2020, post dating the draft of this article. 
35 Patrick Meagher, ‘Anti Corruption Agencies: Rhetoric versus Reality’ (2005) 8 Journal of Policy Reforms 69. 
36 Attorney General’s Department, Consultation Paper on a Commonwealth Integrity Commission 
<https://www.ag.gov.au/integrity/publications/consultation-paper-commonwealth-integrity-commission-proposed-reforms>. 
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providers and their contractors. This division cannot hold hearings in public, has no own 
motion powers of investigation, cannot receive direct complaints from the public and can only 
accept referrals from heads of agencies, or if the Australian Federal Police is of the view that 
there may be series and systemic corruption within an agency, from the AFP. This division is 
only empowered to investigate corruption that might amount to one of a number of specified 
criminal offences. This side of the house must first have “a reasonable suspicion” that the 
conduct complained of amounts to a criminal office. This side of the house will deal only with 
serious or systemic corruption – misconduct not amounting to a crime is to be left to individual 
agencies. Unlike the law enforcement division, it has no power to issue warrants or arrest 
people.  

The anti-corruption agency as whole is expressed to be complementary to, and not in 
replacement of agencies own anti-corruption bodies (including, though not limited to the work 
of the Ombudsman)  

B Criticisms of the Government Proposal 

The government proposal establishes a lop sided commission.37 Review powers in respect of 
politicians, their staffers and public servants are much less than in respect of law enforcement 
agencies or taxation and banking.  

The impression created is that the government may be trying to look after its own: 

“The Public will see this as an attempt by the government to shield itself, many elements 
of its administrative arm and big business from the same level of accountability and 
transparency it is championing for those public servants who perform a law 
enforcement role. It is creating a “them” and “us” divided public sector. How could 
this be seen as a well considered, informed “best practice” public policy?”38 

The government’s proposal does little to assuage the concerns that tall poppies and fat cats will 
be immune from scrutiny. 

The limitation to investigating corruption on the politicians and public service side of the house 
as only encompassing those matters where there is a reasonable suspicion that a crime has been 
committed seems a very high threshold and may fundamentally misunderstand the role of a 
anti-corruption commission: 

“The Government’s consultation paper proceeds on a flawed assumption. The role of 
an anti-corruption agency is not to ensure convictions for criminal offences. Nor is its 
core task concerned with gathering evidence for a subsequent criminal prosecution. Its 
primary aim is to uncover serious corruption in the field of public administration and 
to publicly expose it where that is appropriate… findings of fact are made on the 
balance of probabilities and not to the criminal standard of beyond reasonable doubt. 

 
37 Colleen Lewis, Submission to the Senate, Proposed Integrity Commission, 1 February 2019, 
<https://www.ag.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-05/Colleen-lewis.pdf>. 
38 Ibid. 
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For these reasons, a prosecution may never be commenced or if commenced, is doomed 
to failure.”39 

There is also concern that neither side of the proposed Anti-Corruption Commission has the 
power to investigate corruption risks, rather than corrupt behaviour.40  

The Commission’s need to rely upon referrals from other agencies, and the inability to conduct 
own motion investigations appears to be unique among anti corruption bodies. The inability to 
accept complaints from the public is highly problematic. It has been noted that an express 
reason for founding the new anti-corruption body is that “the current structure..exhibits several 
complexities and is not well understood”. If that is so then “forcing referrals to be made via 
existing institutions will not lessen confusion, It seems more likely to results in potential 
complaints not being made, or being directed to the wrong agency (in which case they may be 
rejected as not being relevant”.41  

Finally, and most importantly, the proposal offers no guarantees as to funding or security of 
tenure to those appointed to the Commission.  

C The Opposition Proposal 

In January 2018 the Labor party opposition declared on their website that, within 12 months of 
their election to government, they would introduce an anti corruption body. Though widely 
expected to win the 2018 election, the opposition did not.  

The Opposition’s proposal was sketchy on detail, but stated their anti corruption body would 
be based on seven principles: 

• The Commission is to operate as an independent statutory body, with sufficient 
resources to ensure it can operate irrespective of the government of the day 

• The Commission is to have sufficiently broad jurisdiction to operate as a standing Royal 
Commission into serious and systemic corruption by Commonwealth members of 
parliament, their staff, public servants, statutory office holders, the Commonwealth 
judiciary and the Governor General 

• The Commission is to have the investigative powers of a Royal Commission 
• The Commission is to have the discretion to hold public hearings “when it determines 

it is in the public interest to do so” 
• The Commission may make findings of fact and refer matters constituting crimes to the 

AFP or the Commonwealth Director of Public Prosecutions 

 
39 The Australian Institute, Submission on the Proposed Integrity Commission, 1 February 2019, 
<https://www.ag.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-05/National-integrity-committee-the-australia-institute.pdf>. 
40 The Grattan Institute, Submission on the Proposed Integrity Commission, 1 February 2019, 
<https://www.ag.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-05/Grattan-institute.pdf>. 
41 Uniting Church in Australia, Submission on the Proposed Integrity Commission, 1 February 2019 
<https://www.ag.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-05/Uniting-church-in-australia-synod-of-victoria-and-tasmania.pdf>. 
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It will be apparent that the opposition’s proposal addresses two of the shortfalls of the 
government’s proposal.  

Critically, the Opposition’s Commission is given very broad powers over all public agencies 
and public servants and politicians. This would mean that the Commission would be seen to be 
an appropriate check on those identified as tall poppies or fat cats. The Opposition’s 
Commission may hold public hearings – bringing within the virtues of an anti-corruption body, 
transparency and education.   

Other parts of the proposal, however, are distinctively Australia and represent deeply held 
values and beliefs of the Labor Party. 

The addition of the Governor General as being reviewable by an anti-corruption commission 
is unique in the Commonwealth. The Governor General of a Commonwealth country is the 
Queen’s representative. Equivalent officers at the State level are called Governors. A governor 
or governor general gives royal assent to Acts passed by Parliament, commissions, Ministers 
and, by and large, is required to act on the advice of his or her Chief Minister (at the Federal 
level, this latter person is called the Prime Minister. At the state level he or she is called the 
Premier). The Governor General has reserve powers which, in exceptional circumstances can 
allow the Governor General or Governor (an unelected official, appointed by the Queen on the 
recommendation of the Prime Minister or Governor) to terminate the Prime Minister of 
Governor’s Commission, effectively dismissing the government. Such a power derives from 
the Monarch, and the Monarch has not exercised such power since.   

Sir John Kerr, as Governor General of Australia controversially dismissed Labor Prime 
Minister Gough Whitlam in 1975. The Prime Minister, while holding the numbers in the Lower 
House of Parliament at that time, did not have the numbers in the Senate. When the Senate 
consistently deferred passing the Budget, and the Prime Minister was unable to broker a 
solution which would guarantee the government had money, he was removed from office. Sir 
Phillip Game, Governor of New South Wales similarly dismissed Labor Premier of New South 
Wales in 1933, when the latter was threatening to break the law by refusing to repay loans 
owed. 

Rather than viewing the Governors of States and the Governor General of the Commonwealth 
as a formal check to ensure that Premier of States and Prime Ministers (respectively) act 
lawfully, the Labor party has long been aggrieved by the interference of the sovereign. The 
Labor Party’s anti-corruption model appears to reflect their view that a Governor General’s 
actions should be reviewable. 

The problem is the law is clear. Neither the executive nor the judiciary can review the reserve 
powers of the Crown (the Governor General). Reserve powers are non justiciable. 

The Labor party’s proposal that a Federal anti corruption commission should be empowered to 
make findings of fact is also problematic. While it is clear that State non judicial bodies may 
make findings and orders, the Constitution prescribes that only a person validly appointed as a 
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judge of a Federal Court may exercise the judicial power of the Commonwealth. This position 
has been clear since the Boilermaker’s case.42 

It is possible, therefore, that parts of the Opposition’s anti corruption body would be struck 
down as being unconstitutional. 

In sum, the government’s anti-corruption body lacks the necessary powers to assuage concerns 
about tall poppies and fat cats. It is unlikely to garner popular support.  

The opposition’s proposal, while it does encompass measures which would catch tall poppies 
and fat cats within he dragnet of corruption investigation – has parts which would fail due to 
constitutional limitations. 

Little surprise, then, that nothing has been done to create an anti-corruption body. 

D Some Brief Comments on Both Proposals 

Both anti-corruption bodies appear to have been formulated on the basis of a bolt on approach. 
That is the new anti-corruption body could simply be bolted on to existing institutions – without 
thought of the rich literature on the optimum measures needed to fight corruption.  

Transparency International suggests that the optimum approach is to ensure pillars of national 
integrity are supporting a nation. “When all the pillars in a National Integrity System are 
functioning well, corruption remains in check. If some or all of the pillars wobble, these 
weaknesses can allow corruption to thrive and damage a society.”43 The anti corruption 
proposals make no reference to the strength, or otherwise, of the various pillars in Australia. 

Neither proposal makes detailed reference to an educative function of the anti corruption body. 
Neither embodies any whistleblower protections.  

The government proposal makes no guarantees of funding or independence.  

The gist of the argument of critics of the Australian government’s model is that the model 
would produce an agency which simply has no teeth.44 Kuris in a study of a number of anti-
corruption agencies has suggested that whether an anti-corruption agency is “a watchdog” or 
“a guard dog” is less important, than its independence, political will, and the reliability of 
partner institutions.. While the opposition’s proposal talks about setting up a commission with 
sufficient resources to ensure its independence, no such view appears in the government’s 
proposal.  

The final issue relates to the question of appropriate oversight of an anti-corruption 
commission. Who guards the guardian? There is no provision in either government or 
opposition proposal for a parliamentary oversight committee. This is a curious omission, given 

 
42 R v Kirby; Ex part Boilermakers’ Society of Australia (1956) 94 CLR 254. 
43 Transparency International (n 5). 
44 Lewis (n 37); The Australian Institute (n 39). 
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their prevalence throughout anti-corruption commissions in the Australian states. Oversight 
not only ensures that a anti-corruption commission does not go rogue, but also freedom from 
control within government.  

V.  CONCLUSION 

The current federal anti-corruption agency proposals need further thought. In the meantime, 
the Australian law of torts offers a remedy for persons affected by official corruption. The 
nature of this cause of action, its limits and opportunities will be explored in the next article in 
this series. 
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PROPENSITY, TENDENCY, & COINCIDENCE: 
RELATIONSHIP EVIDENCE IN THE HIGH 

COURT 
TORY ROBERTSON 

The constant conflict between the desirability of admitting all evidence having probative 
value on the one hand, and the desirability of excluding all evidence of a prejudicial nature 
on the other runs through a large part of the law of evidence. The problem of the 
admissibility of similar fact evidence reveals this conflict in its most intense form.1 

It is undoubtedly not competent for the prosecution to adduce evidence tending to show that 
the accused has been guilty of criminal acts other than those covered by the indictment, for 
the purpose of leading to the conclusion that the accused is a person likely from his criminal 
conduct or character to have committed the offence for which he is being tried. On the other 
hand, the mere fact that the evidence adduced tends to show the commission of other crimes 
does not render it inadmissible if it be relevant to an issue before the jury, and it may be so 
relevant if it bears upon the question whether the acts alleged to constitute the crime charged 
in the indictment were designed or accidental, or to rebut a defence which would otherwise 
be open to the accused. The statement of these general principles is easy, but it is obvious 
that it may often be very difficult to draw the line and to decide whether a particular piece 
of evidence is on the one side or the other.2 

I.   INTRODUCTION 

The evolution of the conflict between the desire to admit all evidence holding probative value 
and the desire to exclude all evidence which is of a prejudicial nature, regardless of how slight 
has long been observed within the evolution of admissibility of evidence within Australia’s 
Judicial System.3 This conflict has long been discussed within the judicial system, originally 
within Makin v Attorney-General4 where the initial discussion for the fine line which evidence 
portraying tendency or coincidence treads was raised.5 More recently the application of Similar 
Fact/Propensity Evidence finds implementation within the Uniform Evidence Legislation 
(‘UEL’),6 and the Evidence Act 19777 with its subsequent inclusion via the Criminal Law 
Amendment Act 1997.8 

 
Submitted for assessment LAW3321. 
1 Cowan and Carter, Essays on the Law of Evidence (1956) Clarendon Press, Oxford, at 108. 
2 Makin v Attorney-General [1894] AC 57, 65. 
3 Wendy Harris, ‘Propensity Evidence, Similar Facts and the High Court’ (1995) 11 QUT Law Journal 97, 97 (‘Harris’); 
Andrew Hemming, ‘Is There Any Prospect of a Model Provision for Similar Fact/Propensity Evidence or the 
Coincidence/Tendency Rules in Australia?’ (2020) 44 Criminal Law Journal 207, 207 (‘Hemming’). 
4 Makin v Attorney-General (n 2). 
5 Andrew Hemming, Elisabeth Peden, and Miiko Kumar, Evidence: Commentary and Materials (Thomson Reuters 
(Professional) Australia Pty Limited, 8th ed, 2013) [9.80] (‘Hemming et al.’). 
6 Evidence Act 1995 (Cth). 
7 Evidence Act 1977 (Qld). 
8 Criminal Law Amendment Act 1997 (Qld) Act No 3 of 1997. 
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The following will seek to discuss the impact that sections 97, the tendency rule, and section 
98, the coincidence rule, from the UEL9 alongside section 132A of the Evidence Act 197710, 
admissibility of similar fact, hold in aiding the admissibility of evidence where the fine line 
between probative value and prejudicial nature must be balanced. Alongside the statutory 
provisions outlined above, at common law the precedent and test for the admissibility of 
propensity evidence arises from Pfennig v The Queen11 where the test outlined by the High 
Court was first implemented. The test agreed upon by the High Court in Pfennig outlines the 
admissibility of propensity evidence if the probative value it holds places it within the view 
that there is no rational application to the innocence of the accused.12 

To view the discussion of the High Court in association with the conflict arising from 
propensity evidence, the following will discuss three distinct cases, two originating from a 
jurisdiction utilising the UEL,13 and one originating from Queensland and thus governed by 
the Evidence Act 1977.14 The case of The Queen v Dennis Bauer (a pseudonym)15 will discuss 
the impact of propensity evidence through the view of the UEL. In the common law test 
jurisdiction, BBH v The Queen,16 will view the application of propensity evidence through the 
Evidence Act 1977. 

In seeking to avoid confusion, the statements of similar fact, propensity, tendency, and 
coincidence evidence will be treated as an expression referring to the same form of evidence, 
that which holds the potential to be both highly probative and highly prejudicial to the 
defendant.17  

II.   TENDENCY AND COINCIDENCE 

Through the tightrope walk that is required when seeking to admit propensity evidence, the 
high court has at its disposal two distinct, yet similar sections of the UEL. This distinction 
between the two forms of similar fact evidence within the UEL has previous been critiqued as 
not containing any clearly defined division.18 As such, with no clearly defined division between 
the two forms of similar fact evidence, issues may arise where the evidence which is adduced 
falls within both tendency and coincidence.19 

 
9 Evidence Act 1995 (Cth) ss 97, 98. 
10 Evidence Act 1977 (Qld) s 132A. 
11 Pfennig v The Queen (1995) 182 CLR 461, (‘Pfennig’). 
12 Ibid 485. 
13 Evidence Act 1995 (Cth). 
14 Evidence Act 1977 Qld). 
15 The Queen v Dennis Bauer (a pseudonym) [2018] HCA 40. 
16 BBH v The Queen [2012] HCA 9. 
17 Cowan and Carter (n 1) 108. 
18 John Stratton SC, ‘Tendency and Coincidence Evidence’ (Conference Paper, Public Defenders Criminal law Conference, 
15 March 2008, Revised September 2008) 
<https://www.publicdefenders.nsw.gov.au/Pages/public_defenders_research/Papers%20by%20Public%20Defenders/public_
defenders_tendency_coincidence.aspx>. 
19 Ibid. 
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Within the UEL20 the two sections as noted prior dealing with the admissibility of similar fact 
evidence are section 97,21 the tendency rule, and section 98,22 the coincidence rule. To examine 
the conflict stated by Cowan and Carter when referring to the exclusion and inclusion principles 
stated by Lord Hershell LC in Makin v Attorney-General,23 where the inherent desire to seek 
the admissibility of all evidence containing probative value yet exclude all with a prejudicial 
affect. In seeking the application of this conflict, an analysis of the current stance of the high 
court must be sought. Most recently, the issue of admissibility arising within the uniform 
evidence legislation is most apparent in The Queen v Dennis Bauer, an appeal from the 
Supreme Court of Victoria, where the admission of tendency evidence in relation to multiple 
charges was challenged. 

1  The Queen v Dennis Bauer24 

Prior to the issues arising within The Queen v Dennis Bauer, the consistent discussion 
throughout the High Court has been that of one where no single satisfactory term nor 
application for the test of propensity evidence exists.25 The burden accompanied by the desire 
to admit all evidence containing probative value while excluding material of prejudicial nature 
arises within the combined judgement of the full bench in The Queen v Dennis Bauer. The 
following discussion will focus on the second ground of The Crown’s appeal, that being: 

(2) The Court of Appeal erred in holding that a substantial miscarriage of justice was 
occasioned by the admission of … evidence as tendency evidence. 

In their Honours discussion as a full bench, outlined specific reasoning as to why the initial 
trial judge was correct in the application of the sections within the UEL, their Honours stated 
the importance of the admission of tendency evidence.26 The heightened importance with 
relation to the burden for admission surrounding tendency evidence, the court has taken two 
distinct stances, the first as discussed within The Queen v Dennis Bauer, is that where the 
tendency evidence arises from the complainant.27 The second stance, where the uncharged act 
is both remote in time and differs significantly in its specific order of gravity, the threshold as 
discussed in The Queen v Dennis Bauer28 is heightened as to reduce the prejudicial effect of 
the evidence against the accused.29  

The desire to walk the fine line between admissibility of probative value and exclusion of 
prejudicial affect is further observed when tendency evidence is sought to be adduced in 
relation to a sole uncharged act.30 The prejudicial effect that arises from a single uncharged act, 

 
20 Evidence Act 1995 (Cth). 
21 Ibid s 97. 
22 Ibid s 98. 
23 Cowan and Carter (n 1); Makin v Attorney-General (n 2). 
24 [2018] HCA 40. 
25 Pfennig (n 11) [101]; See generally The Queen v Ellis [2003] NSWCCA 319, HML v The Queen [2008] HCA 186, Hughes 
v The Queen [2017] HCA 20. 
26 The Queen v Dennis Bauer (n 15) [47]. 
27 Ibid [48]. 
28 Ibid [50]-[51]. 
29 JD Heydon AC, Cross on Evidence (online at 20 September 2021) [21252]. 
30 The Queen v Dennis Bauer (n 15) [53]. 
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is not one that can be construed as an innocent representation on face value of prior behaviour 
of the accused when the evidence is innocent in comparison.31 This inherent desire for the 
admission of evidence with probative value forces the recognition of a “special feature” within 
the evidence adduced.32 The weight given by a ‘special feature’ arises from the process of 
probability based reasoning in regard to the actions of the accused in relation to a prior 
uncharged act of the same order of gravity.33 

In balancing the probative value of the adduced evidence under ss 97 & 98 of the UEL, the 
prejudicial effect that arises must be considered in association to the accused personal 
character.34 The possibility of contamination, concoction or collusion is relevant when 
weighing the prejudicial effect that arises in relation to uncharged acts that have been adduced 
to ascertain a specific strand in the complainant’s case.35 Conflict arises between the probative 
value and the prejudicial effect when the evidence adduced creates competing inferences of 
uncharged acts and the character of the defendant.36 This fine balancing act is supported 
through sections of the UEL,37 where the balancing act is undertaken in association to potential 
contamination, concoction or collusion with more than ‘mere support’ required to hold the 
adduced evidence inadmissible.38 

Therefore, under the UEL, the discretion held by the High Court in the admissibility of 
propensity evidence, is that of an inherent discretion and not of a binding rule.39 The inherent 
discretion arises where the capability to be excluded on prejudicial effect is offset through the 
admission of the evidence through the test outlined within section 101 of the UEL.40 However, 
the test for tendency and coincidence evidence holds a lower threshold of admissibility when 
compared to the common law stance outlined within Pfennig and the application of propensity 
evidence.41 

III.   PROPENSITY 

Propensity evidence developed through common law finds it’s foundation in the test outlined 
within Pfennig, and has found solidification within legislation in Queensland, Western 
Australia, and South Australia.42 The test, that is, whether propensity or similar fact evidence 
is to be held admissible if the probative value of the adduced evidence is of such distinction 
that there is no rational explanation of the evidence being consistent with the innocence of the 
accused.43 The specific common law test avoids the potential ‘possibility of concoction’ by the 

 
31 Ibid; Heydon (n 29) [21252]. 
32 IMM v The Queen [2016] HCA 14, [60]-[64]. 
33 The Queen v Dennis Bauer (n 15) [57]; Heydon (n 29) [21252]. 
34 The Queen v Dennis Bauer (n 15) [68]-[69]; Heydon (n 29) [21252]. 
35 The Queen v Dennis Bauer (n 15) [68]; Heydon (n 29) [21252]. 
36 The Queen v Dennis Bauer (n 15) [69]. 
37 Evidence Act 1995 (n 6) ss 101, 110, 111, 135, 137. 
38 The Queen v Dennis Bauer (n 15) [71]. 
39 Ibid [53]; IMM v The Queen (n 32). 
40 Evidence Act 1995 (n 6) s 101; Stratton (n 18). 
41 Hemming (n 3) 218. 
42 Evidence Act 1977 (n 7) s 132A; Evidence Act 1906 (WA) s 31A(2); Criminal Law Consolidation Act 1935 (SA) s 278(2a). 
43 Pfennig v The Queen (n 11) 484-485; Australian Law Reform Commission, Family Violence – A National Legal Response 
(Report No 114, November 2010) 27.178-27.178. 
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complainants who ascertain the accused committed similar events that could have allegedly 
occurred.44 

Through the implementation of sections 130 and 132A of the Evidence Act45 the common law 
test for propensity evidence outlined within Pfennig finds itself balanced with that of the 
Christie Discretion46. The High Court in BBH v The Queen47 portrayed the unique conflict of 
propensity evidence which arose from Makin v Attorney-General.48 Applying both Pfennig and 
the Christie Discretion, the High Court had the unique opportunity to portray the conflict 
evidence holding probative value and the desire to exclude material of a prejudicial effect.49 
The competing aspect of these discretions has been discussed at length by the High Court,50 
where the two discretions were viewed as opposing forces in the admissibility of evidence,51 
one on hand the desire to admit evidence of probative value,52 and on the other the exclusion 
of evidence with prejudicial effect.53 

1  BBH v The Queen 

BBH v The Queen is a case of contention amongst the full bench of the High Court, with a 
decision split 4-3, in relation to the admission of propensity evidence by the learned trial 
judge.54 The majority compromising of Heydon, Crennan, Kiefel and Bell JJ held that the 
learned trial judge had firstly, correctly applied Pfennig as the propensity evidence admitted 
was relevant, and secondly, whilst the propensity evidence was prejudicial against the accused, 
the probative weight was far greater and it contained no innocent representation of the 
accused’s conduct.55 Whilst compromising the assenting judgement, Heydon J, Crennan and 
Kiefel J, and Bell J, each took different approaches to the tightrope balancing act of the 
admissibility of propensity evidence.56 

Within the tightrope balancing act of the admission of propensity evidence in BBH v The 
Queen, three questions were outlined in relation to the admission of the evidence. Firstly, was 
the evidence relevant? Secondly, did the Pfennig test have to be complied with and was it 
complied with? Thirdly, did the prejudicial effect of the evidence belie itself to exclusion?57 

The question of relevancy sits in the core of admissibility of evidence,58 as such it would be 
highly inconsistent with prior approaches to require a specific test which seeks to determine 

 
44 Heydon (n 29) [21257]. 
45 Evidence Act 1977 (Qld) ss 130, 132A. 
46 The King v Christie [1941] AC 545. 
47 BBH v The Queen (n 16). 
48 Makin v Attorney-General (n 2). 
49 BBH v The Queen (n 16) [109]-[111]. 
50 See generally Roach v The Queen (2011) 242 CLR 610. 
51 Hemming (n 3) 212. 
52 Pfennig v The Queen (n 11) 484-485; Evidence Act 1977 (Qld) s 132A. 
53 The King v Christie [1941] AC 545; Evidence Act 1977 (Qld) s130. 
54 BBH v The Queen (n 16). 
55 Ibid; Hemming et al (n 5) 556. 
56 BBH v The Queen (n 16) Heydon J [83]-[113], Crennan and Kiefel JJ [114]-[170], Bell J [171]-[204]. 
57 Ibid [84]. 
58 Ibid [88]; Wilson v The Queen (1970) 123 CLR 224, [3]. 
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the relevance condition beyond a reasonable doubt when the question of admissibility arises.59 
Therefore it was not a question for the trial judge to speculate on the application of the 
evidence, the assessment to be made in relation to admission was whether at it’s highest level 
would the weight of the probative value outweigh it’s mere prejudicial affect by portraying a 
propensity to act.60 As the propensity evidence was neither incomplete, nor ambiguous in 
nature, the evidence was relevant to establish motive.61 

The application of Pfennig relies upon the propensity evidence requiring it to be viewed as to 
whether when viewed in the context of the prosecutions case, there is nothing within the 
evidence consistent with the innocence of the accused.62 As such, the test within Pfennig was 
intended as a rule of application within the general admissibility of evidence to avoid the danger 
of potential ramifications of the prejudicial nature of the evidence.63 The application of Pfennig 
in this instance sought to examine the possibility of adding a piece of propensity evidence to 
another whilst enabling the inference to be drawn as to the relationship between the prior 
behaviour of the accused and the charges faced.64 

Faced with the competing interests of the tightrope balancing act of seeking the admission of 
evidence with probative value, whilst excluding all evidence of a prejudicial nature, the High 
Court had the benefit of guidance from both sections 130 and 132A of the Evidence Act.65 The 
question arising from these competing interests is whether the application of one belies the 
exclusion of the other, therefore if the Pfennig test has been satisfied, it is obvious that the 
probative force of the evidence far outweighs the prejudicial effect it may have.66 Therefore at 
common law, when seeking the admissibility of propensity evidence, if the Pfennig test is 
satisfied, the probative value of the evidence causes the discretion to exclude to become null.67 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The long path for the creation and implementation of rules surrounding the admissibility of 
propensity evidence within the Australian Judicial system began with Lord Hershell LC’s 
statement within Markin v Attorney-General, as whilst the general principles themselves are 
simple to state, the struggle arises in drawing the line of admissibility.68 The constant conflict 
arising from this tightrope balancing act has lead to two distinct approaches, that contained 
within the Uniform Evidence Legislation, and that applying the common law principle of 
Pfennig either through implementing legislation or strict adherence at common law. 

Whilst the two distinct jurisdictions follow different paths, the outcome through both is the 
same, the desire for the admission of highly probative evidence that excludes prejudicial 

 
59 BBH v The Queen (n 16) [88]-[89]; Sir James Fitzjames Stephen KCSI DCL, A Digest of the Law of Evidence (Macmillan 
and Co, 5th ed, 1893) at 2. 
60 BBH v The Queen (n 16) [97]-[100], [119]-[128], [174]-[192]. 
61 Ibid [104]-[105]. 
62 Pfennig v The Queen (n 11) [484]-[485]. 
63 BBH v The Queen (n 16) [132]-[133]. 
64 Ibid [142], [153]-[154]. 
65 Evidence Act 1977 (Qld) ss 130, 132A. 
66 BBH v The Queen (n 16) [111]; Hemming (n 3) 213; Heydon (n 29) [21257]. 
67 BBH v The Queen (n 16) [111]; Heydon (n 29) [21257]. 
68 Markin v Attorney-General (n 2) 65. 
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effect.69 Whilst the most recent phrasing of the UEL test arises from Hughes v The Queen, 
where the tendency and coincidence evidence seeking to be admitted holds sufficient weight 
to justify and mitigate any risk arising from being given too much weight, provides two limbs 
to reduce the prejudicial effect of the evidence, the common law test in Queensland holds the 
most stringent test.70 

Both The Queen v Dennis Bauer and BBH v The Queen portray different approaches by the 
High Court to the tightrope balancing act of the admissibility of propensity evidence, it is 
however the application of the common law test of Pfennig in BBH v The Queen that portrays 
the greatest conflict within the admissibility of propensity evidence. Pfennig has been 
discussed and debated across both the UEL and the common law jurisdictions in approaches to 
evidence, which has provided the greatest shield to the admissibility of propensity evidence 
through that of no rational view of the evidence is consistent with the innocence of the accused. 

  

 
69 Hemming (n 3) 213, 218. 
70 Ibid. 
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‘THE BOSCOMBE VALLEY MYSTERY’ & 
CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE LAW IN 

AUSTRALIA 
CALEB GAGGI 

I.   INTRODUCTION 

Justice Kirby in De Gruchy v R (‘De Gruchy’) provides a poetic description of circumstantial 
evidence in that ‘circumstantial evidence necessarily calls upon processes of reasoning that 
involve the drawing of inferences from a jigsaw of established facts’.1 The relatability of this 
comment will soon become obvious in addressing the statements made by Sir Arthur Conan 
Doyle in that, ‘circumstantial evidence is a very tricky thing, it may point to one thing, if you 
shift your point of view a little, you may find it pointing in an equally uncompromising manner 
to something entirely different’ and that ‘there is nothing more deceptive than an obvious fact’.2 
These statements will be discussed by examining the definition, elements and probative value 
of circumstantial evidence through an example provided by Justice Heydon as seen below. 

Although circumstantial evidence has its relevance in both civil and criminal matters, in 
relation to the two statements above, an approach addressed to criminal matters will be adopted. 
This is decided upon the differences between the standard of proof for civil and criminal 
matters regarding circumstantial evidence on either the balance of probabilities or beyond 
reasonable doubt.3 For criminal proceedings, circumstantial evidence is used to ‘exclude 
reasonable hypotheses consistent with innocence’ whereas in the former, ‘only circumstances 
raising a more probable inference in favour of what is alleged’ is sought.4 

II.   DEFINITION 

In understanding circumstantial evidence in light of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s statements, it 
must first be clearly defined. Firstly, circumstantial evidence ‘tends to prove a fact from which 
the existence of a fact in issue may be inferred’,5 meaning that it is evidence in which is drawn 
upon inferences of existing evidence that ‘assert facts that alone or in combination with others 
have a rational tendency to resolve a fact in issue’ and a ‘common course of events’ operating 
cumulatively.6 What is important to note is that there must be a conclusion that follows a 
rational inference, typically bearing no other reasonable explanation.7 This indirect evidence is 
typically considered by either inferences along ‘strands in a cable’ or ‘links in a chain [of 

 
Submitted for assessment in LAW3321. 
1 De Gruchy v R (2002) 211 CLR 85, [48] (‘De Gruchy’). 
2 Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes: The Boscombe Valley Mystery (George Newnes Ltd, 1892) 
ch 4. 
3 Groeneveld Australia Pty Ltd v Nolton Vastogoed BV [2011] VSC 18, [76] (‘Groeneveld’). 
4 Ibid; Bradshaw v McEwans Pty Ltd (1951) 217 ALR 1, 5 (‘Bradshaw’). 
5 Festa v The Queen (2001) 208 CLR 593, [5] (Gleeson CJ). 
6 Martin v Osborne (1936) 55 CLR 367, 375 (Dixon J); Shepherd v The Queen (1990) 170 CLR 573, 578 (Dawson J) 
(‘Shepherd’); DPP v Kilbourne [1973] AC 729, 756 (‘Kilbourne’). 
7 Martin v Osborne (1936) 55 CLR 367, 375 (Dixon J). 
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reasoning]’ where every fact does not need to be proven beyond reasonable doubt,8 but rather 
there must be no other reasonable hypotheses consistent of innocence to be inferred.9 This 
means that indirect evidence will have probative value ‘only if it bears no reasonable 
explanation other than the happening of the events in issue’.10 This is contrasted with direct 
‘real’ evidence which is ‘evidence of a factual situation that a witness saw or heard’ and is 
regarded testimonial to an assertion made by a witness offering proof of any fact.11 

III.   ELEMENTS 

Justice Heydon provides a clear distinction between direct and circumstantial evidence using 
the example of ‘when someone testifies to having seen an alleged murderer carrying a blood-
stained knife, the evidence is direct in the first sense, but not in the second’,12 meaning that 
direct evidence can be given to the fact that an alleged murderer was seen carrying a bloodied 
knife, but there is no ‘real’ evidence to suggest that the knife was used to murder someone/thing 
other than drawing an inference on the fact that the alleged murderer was carrying the weapon 
used to murder.13 Identifying ‘coincidences’ or otherwise convenient circumstances in time 
which line up to the murder and the witness’ sighting of the alleged murderer with the bloodied 
knife establishes circumstantial evidence that is needed to satisfy the standard of proof in 
criminal matters.  

Thus, as Justice Heydon continues, the key elements of circumstantial evidence are; motive, 
means and opportunity.14 This is corroborated with the case of R v Reid where ‘if a person is 
telling lies about a crime they have allegedly committed, then that person has motive to tell 
those lies’ by which establishes a ‘particular inference of fact that in turn tends to prove guilt’.15 
This is complicated in the case of De Gruchy in discussing Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s statement 
above where such an inference ‘… should be balanced by drawing attention to the obvious fact 
that, in a particular case, there may be a motive, and perhaps a strong one, but no evidence of 
it available’,16 for it may seem obvious that a liar will lie in order to protect themselves of guilt, 
and yet there may be no evidence to suggest the contrary. Thus, a key component to consider 
in circumstantial evidence is manufactured from the judgment in Shepherd v The Queen where 
a conclusion of guilt beyond reasonable doubt can be found upon the evidence of these three 
elements without ‘expressly identifying the intermediate fact that the accused was present’.17 
This provides that the cumulation of events that produce such inferences may be established 
prejudicially by an obvious fact – signalling the deceptive nature of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s 
‘obvious fact’ which will be addressed in more detail below.18  

 
8 Shepherd (n 6) 579 (Dawson J). 
9 Watson v DPP [2017] VSC 757, [14] (‘Watson’); Groeneveld (n 3) [76]; Bradshaw (n 4) 5. 
10 Hoch v R (1988) 165 CLR 292, [10]. 
11 John Goldring, ‘Raven mad: Scientific Reasoning; Tendency and Coincidence Evidence’ (2009) 31 Australian Bar Review 
308, 312; Dyson Heydon, LexisNexis Australia, Cross on Evidence (online at 27 August 2021) [1075], [1110]. 
12 Heydon (n 11) [1110]. 
13 Goldring (n 11) 312. 
14 Heydon (n 11) [1140]. 
15 R v Reid [2019] 1 Qd R 63, [91] (Sofronoff P). 
16 De Gruchy (n 1) [57]; Askeland (1983) 18 A Crim R 102, 114. 
17 Shepherd (n 6) 578-9 (Dawson J); Heydon (n 11) [1140]. 
18 Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (n 2) ch 4; Groeneveld (n 3) [76]; Kilbourne (n 6) 756 (Lord Simon). 
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IV. ‘THE EXAMPLE’ 

To determine what is more deceptive than an obvious fact,19 the example by Justice Heydon of 
the bloodied knife (‘the example’) will be used.20 From this example, it appears obvious that 
the accused, witnessed carrying a blood-stained knife, is indeed the murderer of the victim who 
died of stab-wounds [of a knife fitting the description of that carried by the accused]. This may 
first suggest having probative value, if for only the fact itself ‘bears no reasonable explanation 
other than the happening of the events in issue’.21 This is because of how particular the facts 
are in performing as ‘indispensable links in [the jury’s] chain of reasoning towards an inference 
of guilt’,22 for if the facts were otherwise so established, then it would be unlikely for a 
conclusion to be found beyond reasonable doubt.23 However, the admissibility ‘depends on 
that evidence having the quality that it is not reasonably explicable on the basis of 
concoction’,24 and eliminating ‘reasonable hypotheses consistent with innocence’.25 

As although it seems obvious enough to associate blame to the alleged murderer because of 
their proximity to the victim and that they were spotted with a blood-stained knife, there is still 
no direct evidence to suggest that the alleged murderer killed the victim. The only direct 
evidence that can be deduced in the example is the presence of the accused along with a blood-
stained knife. What is otherwise obvious from this example is the prejudice that follows in 
implying the alleged murderer is indeed the killer, thus if this conclusion was developed upon 
intermediate facts which were ‘indispensable links in [the jury’s] chain of reasoning towards 
an inference of guilt’,26 then the jury should be given directions by the court to ensure that it is 
the only conclusion that can rationally be drawn from these intermediate facts.27  

V.   JIGSAW PIECES  

This is what Sir Arthur Conan Doyle refers to as being the ‘tricky’ nature of circumstantial 
evidence, for the circumstances seem so befitting that the alleged murderer did indeed kill the 
victim as evidenced by the ‘real’ evidence of a blood-stained knife, but there is nothing that 
proves that the alleged murderer committed murder other than an inference drawn upon the 
fact that they were spotted with a blood-stained knife near the place of death of the victim as 
they had the means to kill.  

However, if there were facts surrounding the matter such as; (1) the knife used had identifying 
features (like an engraving) that the alleged murderer is known to own, (2) the victim and 
alleged murderer despised one another, (3) a witness saw the two walk into an empty room 
together, (4) the witness heard a scream from that room, (5) the witness saw the alleged 
murderer leave the room with a blood-stained knife, and (6) the victim’s body was found in 

 
19 Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (n 2) ch 4. 
20 Heydon (n 11) [1110]. 
21 Hoch v R (1988) 165 CLR 292, [10]. 
22 Shepherd (n 6) 578-9 (Dawson J); Minniti v The Queen [2006] NSWCCA 30, [35], [36] (Sully J) (‘Minniti’). 
23 Davidson v The Queen [2009] NSWCCA 150, [10].  
24 Hoch v R (1988) 165 CLR 292, [11]; see also Evidence Act 1977 (Qld) s 132A. 
25 Groeneveld (n 3) [76]. 
26 Minniti (n 22) [36]. 
27 Ibid [32]; Heydon (n 11) 312-3; Watson (n 9) [14]; Shepherd (n 6) 578-9 (Dawson J). 
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that room with stab wounds. Then the jury may not require directions/warnings as an inference 
of guilt is conceivable in considering the facts cumulatively.28  

Considered in isolation, these facts may prove ‘collateral fact[s] of negligible significance’ and 
may not ‘provide a sound basis for inferring the ultimate fact to be proved beyond reasonable 
doubt’ that the alleged murderer killed the victim.29 However, if considered cumulatively in 
‘geometric progression eliminating other possibilities’ akin to ‘strands in a cable’,30 then it 
appears obvious that the alleged murderer killed the victim given the chronological 
circumstances surrounding the incident.31 Although the example uses relationship evidence in 
suggesting motive,32 the opportunity and means for the alleged murderer to kill the victim were 
so that a reasonable inference could be drawn to eliminate reasonable hypotheses of innocence 
if the intermediate facts are applied cumulatively.33 This was addressed in the case of De 
Gruchy where the court stated that ‘a chain of other facts sworn to by many witnesses of 
undoubted credibility can actually be stronger than disputed positive eye-witness evidence’ 
particularly since the elements of motive, means and opportunity may only present themselves 
like ‘pieces of a jigsaw’ that fit in the ‘gaps in the picture [the evidence] presents’.34  

This is what is deceptive about an obvious fact as referred by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. 
Equivocal to “not judging a book by its cover” the same is said regarding the surrounding 
circumstances underlying indirect evidence for conclusions to be met beyond reasonable doubt 
are pivoted by the contexts in which establish fact. In this instance, propensity evidence may 
be useful to corroborate by applying the Pfennig v R test (at common law) or applying sections 
97 and 98 of the Uniform Evidence Act 1995 (Cth),35 which instructs ‘a rational view of 
evidence that is consistent with the innocence of the accused’.36 

Approaching the example in light of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s statements on the alternative, 
hypothetically suppose there was no motive for the accused to harm the victim (no fact (2) 
exists), and that it was by coincidence that the accused was seen with a blood-stained knife in 
proximity of the victim [such as the accused is a butcher and the victim’s body was found 
behind the butchery in another room]. Not only does this explain fact (1), but also inverts the 
inferences inconsistent with innocence following facts (4)-(6) for it may be that the scream 
heard was the accused discovering the victim’s body upon entering that room.37 This would 
still need to surpass the standard of proof of beyond reasonable doubt to ‘exclude reasonable 
hypotheses consistent with innocence’,38 and be the only conclusion that can be drawn from 
the established inference of fact/intermediate facts.39 This is because ‘an inference of innocence 

 
28 Minniti (n 22) [36], [37]; Kilbourne (n 6) 756 (Lord Simon). 
29 Goldsmith v Sandilands [2002] HCA 31, [10]; Calvert v Mayne Nickless Ltd (No 1) [2005] QCA 263, [56]. 
30 Kilbourne (n 6) 756 (Lord Simon). 
31 Minniti (n 22) [37]; Shepherd (n 6) 578-9 (Dawson J). 
32 Plomp v R (1963) 110 CLR 234, [5] (Dixon CJ). 
33 Groeneveld (n 3) [76]; Kilbourne (n 6) 756 (Lord Simon). 
34 De Gruchy (n 1) [48]. 
35 Pfennig v R (1995) 182 CLR 461; Uniform Evidence Act 1995 (Cth) ss 97, 98. See also Uniform Evidence Act 1995 (Cth) 
s 101. 
36 Pfennig v R (1995) 182 CLR 461, 483. 
37 Bradshaw (n 4) 5; Groeneveld (n 3) [76]. 
38 Ibid. 
39 Heydon (n 11) 312-3; Shepherd (n 6) 578-9 (Dawson J). 
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which is reasonably open, or a reasonable hypothesis consistent with innocence, legally 
demands the conclusion that there is a reasonable doubt about the accused’s guilt’.40 For it is 
only fact (3) which incriminates the accused if the other facts are held cumulatively with 
another,41 highlighting the ‘tricky nature’ of circumstantial evidence in emphasising the 
deceptive characteristics of a fact that otherwise seemed so obvious if not for a shift in 
perspective, challenging the evidence’s probative value as a result. 

VI. PROBATIVE VALUE 

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s rationale of perspective is pivotal in relying on an inference of fact 
as ‘it is enough if the circumstances appearing in evidence give rise to a reasonable and definite 
inference’.42 This subject has been addressed by the courts, particularly in the cases of Minniti 
v The Queen and De Gruchy where ‘before finding an accused person guilty of a crime … you 
must be satisfied that such a finding is not only reasonable, but that it is the only reasonable 
finding to make’,43 meaning that the inferences drawn from circumstantial evidence are not 
only ‘the only reasonable inference[s] that can be drawn’,44 but ‘other reasonable inferences 
which lead to a different conclusion have been excluded beyond reasonable doubt’.45 So, if say 
in the example that intermediate fact (3) did not exist, then more than one conclusion can be 
reasonably found upon an inference of the remaining intermediate facts – one being that the 
victim stole the accused’s knife and committed suicide. This could be for several reasons such 
as to either frame the accused, or because the knife was left in the room behind the accused’s 
butchery. The only probative evidence that the example has in pinning the accused to the 
murder of the victim is mainly fact (3) where there is direct evidence that the two were seen 
entering the same room. In isolation, fact (3) is of ‘negligible significance’ but for the 
circumstances of (1),46 (2) and (4)-(6) in cumulation with another.47 Even fact (5) of the accused 
leaving the room with a blood-stained knife does not prove beyond reasonable doubt that the 
accused committed the crime for it is reasonably conceivable that the accused removed the 
knife from the victim’s suicide in an attempt to avoid being framed as the murderer (since the 
knife has identifying features to the accused), or to administer first aid to the victim, which is 
consistent with a finding of innocence [to the murder but not exclusively other matters] and 
thus cannot yield guilt beyond reasonable doubt.48  

In these situations, it is important to note Justice Dixon’s comment whereby; 

 
40 Watson (n 9) [14]; see also Groeneveld (n 3) [76]; Bradshaw (n 4) 5. 
41 Groeneveld (n 3) [76]; Kilbourne (n 6) 756 (Lord Simon). 
42 Transport Industries Insurance Co v Longmuir [1997] 1 VR 125, 141. 
43 De Gruchy (n 1) [105]. 
44 Minniti (n 22) [32]. 
45 Ibid. 
46 Goldsmith v Sandilands [2002] HCA 31, [10]. 
47 Kilbourne (n 6) 756 (Lord Simon). 
48 Groeneveld (n 3) [76]; Bradshaw (n 4) 5; Shepherd (n 6) 579 (Dawson J). 
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… [if] the circumstances appearing in the evidence give rise to a reasonable and definite 
inference:  they must do more than give rise to conflicting inferences of equal degrees of 
probability so that the choice between them is mere matter of conjecture.49 

As this inference is from facts that make it reasonably probable that the fact (that the alleged 
murderer left the room with a blood-stained knife because they used that knife to kill the victim) 
existed,50 but should those facts suggest that the original fact (that the alleged murderer had the 
blood-stained knife) may exist,51 then the facts must prove ‘a reasonable basis for a definite 
conclusion’ and ‘not go beyond mere conjecture’.52 This is because ‘an inference is a tentative 
or final assent to the existence of a fact’,53 and is what Sir Arthur Conan Doyle attempts to 
inform readers within his statements above, drawing the importance of perspective. 

This is paramount in determining the probative value of circumstantial evidence in 
demonstrating consciousness of guilt,54 and operates as the ratio decidendi in Bradshaw v 
McEwans where the combined weight of facts support relevant inferences as a matter of 
probability.55  

Additionally, the case of Plomp v R highlights the sensitivity in weighing all circumstances to 
be satisfied beyond reasonable doubt in that,  

There may be many cases where it is extremely dangerous to rely heavily on the existence of 
a motive, where an unexplained death or disappearance of a person is not otherwise proved to 
be attributable to the accused; but all such considerations must be dealt with on the facts of the 
particular case.56 

This returns to the three elements of motive, means and opportunity underpinning the grounds 
of circumstantial evidence,57 however as is seen in the examples above, the mere existence of 
either of these three elements cannot in themselves be exclusively relied upon as being 
circumstantial against the material facts for, as Sir Arthur Conan Doyle states above, a shift in 
perspective can establish an ‘equally uncompromising result of the same circumstance’.58 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, circumstantial evidence should be treated with utmost caution for, as Sir Arthur 
Conan Doyle eloquently states, ‘if you shift your point of view a little, you may find it pointing 
in an equally uncompromising manner to something entirely different’.59 This concurrently 
functions to address Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s comment on the deceptive nature of obvious 

 
49 Bradshaw (n 4) 5. 
50 Westlaw AU, The Laws of Australia (online at 28 August 2021) 16 Evidence, ’16.2 Proof in Civil Cases’ [16.2.290]. 
51 Ibid. 
52 Ibid. 
53 Ibid. 
54 CR Williams, ‘Lies as Evidence’ (2005) 26 Australian Bar Review 313, 328. 
55 Bradshaw (n 4) 5. 
56 Plomp v R (1963) 110 CLR 234, [5] (Dixon CJ). 
57 Heydon (n 11) [1140]. 
58 Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (n 2) ch 4. 
59 Ibid. 
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facts for if taken at face value, the underlying elements of motive, means and opportunity may 
not present themselves in a manner consistent with, ironically, the circumstances in which 
otherwise appear ‘obvious’. These statements were examined by exploring the definition, 
elements and probative value of circumstantial evidence by further constructing upon the 
example provided by Justice Heydon in reaching a conclusion that circumstantial evidence is 
a ‘very tricky thing’ for not only in how deceptive an obvious fact may appear to be, but in 
how fragile the probative value of the evidence can be in shifting perspectives to inferences 
that are made. 

For what else is a fact other than the circumstance in which it is founded in. 
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THE RIGHT TO LIFE, LIBERTY AND PROPERTY: 
INFLUENCE OF NATURAL RIGHTS ON 

QUEENSLAND LEGISLATION 
MELISSA BRUCE 

I.   INTRODUCTION 

This essay will discuss the relationship between natural rights such as the right to life, liberty, 
and property, and law-given rights such as those contained in statute and tort law. Legal 
scenarios where they may appear inter-joined will be analysed followed by an evaluative 
discussion on the influence of natural rights on the process of making legislation in 
Queensland. 

II.   NATURAL RIGHTS 

The definition of natural rights has emerged over the years. In modern times, it has been stated 
that natural rights are inherent moral powers from within,1 authoritatively exercisable when an 
individual desires to claim something from another, or to claim immunity from coercion or 
harm from another.2 Reaching back in time, the idea of this natural right was evident in the 
setting up of a legal framework in the thirteenth century through which a poor individual in 
extreme need could enforce an inherent ‘right’ to the surplus wealth of another3 in order to 
sustain the necessities of life.4 In the same period of time, this idea of subjective natural rights 
may have been argued by St Thomas Aquinas in the Summa Theologiae, a work remaining 
unfinished at his death in 1274.5 Aquinas saw natural rights as being hierarchically more 
powerful than that stipulated within human enactments, ultimately remaining unchanged at its 
core by positive law.6 But a very strong voice in regards to natural rights arrived several 
hundred years later.  

Born in 1632, John Locke’s political thesis Two Treatises of Government laid out his 
interpretation of natural law.7 According to Locke, all men are born into a status of being 
perfectly free to determine their own actions and to deal with their property as they so wish, 
providing this freedom is exercised within his definition of natural law. Importantly, this 
freedom is to be exercised without any requirement to ask permission of, or submit to, the will 

 
Submitted for assessment LAW2224 
1 Jean Porter, 'Justice, Equality, and Natural Rights Claims: A Reconsideration of Aquina's Conception of Right' (2015) 30(3) 
Journal of Law and Religion 446, 448, citing Brian Tierney, The Idea of Natural Rights: Studies on Natural Rights, Natural 
Law and Church Law 1150–1625 (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1997) 43-56. 
2 Porter (n 1) 448. 
3 Porter (n 1) 450, citing Brian Tierney, The Idea of Natural Rights: Studies on Natural Rights, Natural Law and Church Law 
1150–1625 (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1997) 65-66. 
4 Porter (n 1) 452. 
5 Brian Davies, Thomas Aquinas’s Summa Theologiae: A Guide and Commentary (Oxford University Press, Year) 7. 
6 Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologiae, vols. 4–12 of the Opera Omnia iussa edita Leonis XIII (Rome: Ex Typographia 
Polyglotta S.C. de Propaganda Fide, 1888–1906), II-II 66.7, cited in Porter (n 1) 458-459. 
7 Suri Ratnapala, Jurisprudence (Cambridge University Press, 3rd ed, 2017) 181. 
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of any fellow man.8 Locke states that this natural status is governed by the law of nature which 
obligates individuals not to harm one another in their life, health, liberty, or possessions 
because all are equal and independent.9 This obligation is balanced with the recognition of a 
necessity to breach such obligations in order to bring justice to an offender.10 Between Aquinas 
and Locke, natural rights are seen to come from natural law which relies on its inherent nature 
to be enforced.  

III.   LAW-GIVEN RIGHTS.  

Examples of law-given rights are quickly found within the context of common and statutory 
law. These examples often depict the upholding of law-given rights that hold true to the ideal 
of natural rights. Beginning with common law, Dixon J described the essence of the tort of 
nuisance as being effectively the removal of an occupier’s enjoyment of the natural rights 
which come inherent with the occupation of land.11 Likewise, the tort of false imprisonment 
provides another example that recognises the unlawful detainment of a person similarly to at 
natural law. In the absence of a statute opposing a tort, a tort may be effective at upholding 
natural rights. But if a statute does override and deliberately abrogate a natural right, then 
natural rights, as we will see, may merely be a warm thought in a cold detention centre. 

An example of a statute overriding common law rights is found in the context of migration. 
Federal Parliament has been observed to override the actionability of the tort of false 
imprisonment through statutorily mandated immigration detention which has even been 
applied to Australian citizens.12 Further to this, among other international and national bodies, 
the United Nations Human Rights Committee has on numerous occasions ruled Australia’s 
immigration and detention regime to be in violation of the International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights ( ‘ICCPR’).13 The ICCPR,14 which includes natural rights, has been ratified by 
Australia into Australian law. However, Australia has not seen itself bound by these rulings.15 
Absent any other enforcement mechanism than the legal system, it is clear that natural rights 
are dependent on the absence of their statutory abrogation. This discussion of the abrogation 
of rights by statute will not be complete without the exploration of statutory rights. 

An excellent example of a statutory right is the constitutionally protected right to only having 
property acquired by the Commonwealth on just terms.16 Whilst this right rings true with the 
natural right to property discussed by Locke,17 this constitutional right apparently offers no 

 
8 John Lock, Second Treatise of Government (Project Gutenberg, 2005) section 4. 
9 Locke (n 8) section 6.  
10 Locke (n 8) section 6.  
11 Victoria Park Racing and Recreation Grounds Co. Ltd v Taylor (1937) 58 CLR 479, 507. See also Karinne Ludlow ‘The 
economic impact of genetically modified organisms as actionable damage in torts’ (2005) 13 Torts Law Journal 159, 169. 
12 Migration Act 1958 (Cth) s 189(1), cited in Tania Penovic ‘Testing the boundaries of administrative detention through the 
tort of false imprisonment’ (2008) 16 Torts Law Journal 156-57. 
13 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, opened for signature 16th December 1966, 2200A (XXI) (entry into 
force 23 March 1976) art 9 (‘ICCPR’).  
14 ICCPR (n 13) art 9. 
15 Penovic (n 12) 159. 
16 Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act (Cth) s 51(xxxi). 
17 Locke (n 8) section 6.  
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protection against state acquisitions on other than just terms.18 As the legislature evidently does 
not see itself bound by natural rights, if the state wishes to acquire property on other than just 
terms, natural rights offer no protection. In this sense, it is difficult to see statutory rights as 
being dependent on natural rights. However, statutory interpretation by the court is not blind 
to natural rights.  

The common law doctrine of the principle of legality provides some influence when it comes 
to fundamental rights. The High Court has authoritatively stated that under this doctrine, the 
courts will not interpret a statute as abrogating or suspending a fundamental freedom unless 
Parliament makes its intention to do so ‘unmistakably clear’. For example, the High Court has 
considered a man’s natural rights alongside legislation in the context of a bankruptcy case.19 If 
natural rights and law statutory given rights were completely independent of each other, it 
seems hardly likely that natural rights would enter the litigation process at all. However, similar 
to case law from other countries being considered in court cases within Australia yet remaining 
independent, natural law may be understood to hold a level of persuasion whilst remaining 
independent and non-binding of the legal system in Australia.20 

IV. NATURAL RIGHTS AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON 
 LEGISLATIVE LAW MAKING IN QUEENSLAND? 

Queensland has several apparently protective systems involving legislation and committees 
which may have influence over the legislative process in Queensland. By focusing on the 
unlawful detainment of an individual, we can trace the natural right to liberty held at 
international law down to Queensland statute by looking at the prohibition on the unlawful 
detainment of a person in the ICCPR.21 Rights including this one were considered and 
adopted22 in varying forms into the Human Rights Act 2019 (Qld) (‘HRA’).23 Other rights 
fitting the definition of natural rights such as the right to life,24 and the right to lawful property 
ownership are also recognised within this Act.25 However, the enactment of the HRA26 was not 
the first official influence that Queensland parliament has had in regards to natural rights. 

The Office of the Parliamentary Council (‘OPC’) was brought to life prior to enactment in 2019 
of the HRA27 through the Legislative Standards Act in 199228 with a function being to advise 
parliament on upholding ‘fundamental legislative principles’ (‘FLPs’).29 FLPs are defined as 

 
18 ICM Agriculture v The Commonwealth (2009) 240 CLR 140, 166. 
19 Isaacs v McKinnon (1949) 80 CLR 502, 530.  
20 Kruger v The Commonwealth (1997) 190 CLR 1, 11, citing Taylor v New Zealand Poultry Board [1984] NSLR 394. 
21 ICCPR (n 13) art 9.  
22 Human Rights Act 2019 (Qld) s 29(3) (‘HRA’).   
23 Explanatory Notes, Human Rights Bill 2018 (Qld) 2.  
24 HRA (n 22) s 16. 
25 Ibid s 24  
26 Ibid (n 22). 
27 HRA (n 22).  
28 Legislative Standards Act 1992 (Qld) s 5 (‘LSA’). See also Lynda Pretty, ‘Queensland’s Scrutiny of Proposed Legislation 
by Parliamentary Committees: Do They Make for More Considered, Rights-Compatible Law?’ Australasian Parliamentary 
Review (2020) 35(1) 54, 58. (2020) 35(1) Journal  
29 LSA (n 28) s 4. 
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being the stated principles relating to legislation that provide a foundation for a parliamentary 
democracy based on the rule of law.30 These principles involve natural rights by way of 
stipulating that legislation should not adversely affect the liberties of individuals31 or facilitate 
the acquisition of property without fair compensation.32 Further to this advisory resource of the 
OPC, the Parliament of Queensland Act 2001 established portfolio committees33 which are 
responsible for considering Bills and subordinate legislation in relation to the application of 
FLPs.34 These committees also hold the responsibility of considering not only Bills and 
subordinate legislation, but other laws and matters as required under the HRA35.36 When a 
portfolio committee identifies a possible breach of a FLP or the HRA,37 its job in regards to 
human rights is to assess whether the Bill or item of subordinate legislation has sufficient regard 
to an FLP and the HRA38.39 The committee then has the power if it considers an item to be in 
breach to make a non-binding recommendation that the Bill be amended.40 The most that is 
then required of parliament from this point forward, is that the responsible Minister reply to 
the committee with a response within three months.41 It has been observed that in the UK 
context, parliament is unlikely to change its mind once submitting a Bill to parliament based 
on a committee report.42 In the Queensland context, links have been drawn between committee 
effectiveness and the political constitution of their members.43 But the whole non-binding 
committee process can actually be avoided entirely.  

This avoidance is done by the introduction to the house of a Bill declared to be urgent.44  Should 
this occur, it is then possible for a Bill to be passed by the mere current majority of the house 
and without any committee scrutiny.45 Urgent Bills have been identified as regularly 
concerning matters that breach human rights and liberties.46 One example of such a bill was 
the introduction and passing of the Public Health (Declared Public Health Emergencies 
Amendment) Bill 2020 which contained measures impinging the natural right of liberty by way 

 
30 Ibid s 4(1). 
31 HRA (n 22) s 4(3)(g). 
32 Ibid s 4(3)(i). 
33 Parliament of Queensland Act 2001 (Qld) s 88 (‘PQ Act’). 
34 Ibid s 93 (1)(b). 
35 HRA (n 22). 
36 PQ Act (n 33) s 93(2)-(3). See also Pretty (n 28) 58. 
37 HRA (n 22). 
38 Ibid.  
39 PQ Act (n 33) s 93(1). See also: Pretty (n 28) 60. 
40 Pretty (n 28) 61, citing Legislative Assembly of Queensland, Standing Rules and Orders of the Legislative Assembly, 2004, 
Standing Order 142.  
41 Pretty (n 28) 61, citing PQ Act (n 33) s 107.  
42 Laura Grenfell and Sarah Moulds, 'The Role of Committees in Rights Protection in 
Federal and State Parliaments in Australia' (2018) 41(1) University of New South 
Wales Law Journal 40, 41, citing Janet L Hiebert, 'Governing Like Judges' in Tom Campbell et al (eds), The Legal Protection 
of Human Rights: Sceptical Essays (Oxford University Press, 2011) 40, 63. See also: Pretty (n 28) 63. 
43 Pretty (n 28) 64. 
44 Pretty (n 28) 61, citing Legislative Assembly of Queensland, Standing Rules and Orders of the Legislative Assembly, 2004, 
Standing Order 137; Constitution of Queensland Act 2001 (Qld) s 26B(3).  
45 Pretty (n 28) 62, citing Legislative Assembly of Queensland, Standing Rules and Orders of the Legislative Assembly, 2004, 
Standing Order 137.  
46 Pretty (n 28) 69, citing Parliament of New South Wales, Legislation Review Committee, Inquiry into the Operation of the 
Legislation Review Act 1987. November 2018 p. 23.  
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of restriction of freedom of movement.47 The Bill was declared urgent, received no 
consideration by committee and from its introduction to it being passed without amendment, a 
mere two days elapsed.48 Though the committee arrangement in Queensland has the potential 
to influence parliament in regards to upholding natural rights in legislation, any power is 
limited by the extent that parliament hold itself accountable to upholding natural rights. Further 
to the HRA, and the FLPs, the doctrine of the principle of legality discussed earlier is also 
likely relevant to the Queensland legislative process.  

It has been said that because of the requirement by the principle of legality for intent to abrogate 
or curtail a fundamental freedom be clearly elucidated, the parliamentary process will be 
enhanced because it will need to focus a larger amount of attention to how legislation impacts 
fundamental rights.49 Because parliamentary drafters are assumed to be aware of the principle 
of legality,50 it can be understood that parliament may be influenced either to be more or less 
specific depending on what the intent is. On the flip side, if parliament does expressly abrogate 
fundamental rights, this principle affords no protection.51 Either way, this consideration of 
fundamental rights likely influences the creation of legislation within Queensland to some 
extent.  

V.   CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, natural rights appear to be dependent on law-given rights, but on the flip side, 
the same does not appear to be the case, though their natural rights may provide persuasive 
value in a litigation scenario. Queensland parliament does also have the ability to be influenced 
by natural rights through its FLPs and HRA, however, this appears largely dependent on the 
level to which the parliament wishes for this to occur. 

  

 
47 Public Health (Declared Public Health Emergencies Amendment) Bill 2020, cited in Pretty (n 28) 71. 
48 Pretty (n 28) 71. 
49 Coco v The Queen (1994) 179 CLR 427, 437-38. See also: The Queensland Legislation Handbook Governing Queensland 
(The State of Queensland, Department of the Premier and Cabinet 2019 6th ed 2019). 
50 Lee v NSW Crime Commission 251 CLR 196, 226 (‘Lee’), citing Lacey v Attorney-General (Qld) (1998) 195 CLR 355, 384. 
51 Lee (n 50) 230, citing Mortimer v Brown (1970) 122 CLR 493, 499. See also Nicholas Aroney ‘Can Australian Law Better 
Protect Freedom of Religion?’ (2019) 93 ALJ 708. 
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EVANGELICAL HUMANITARIANISM 
INFLUENCE ON COLONIAL POLICY TOWARDS 

ABORIGINAL AUSTRALIANS (1830 - 1850)  
HAYLEY COHEN 

I.   INTRODUCTION  

The utopian vision of new colonies in new worlds dominated the British imagination in the 
nineteenth century. At the same time, the dark and violent realities of colonisation caused great 
concern for humanitarians. Evangelical Christians, in particular, were morally invested in the 
welfare of Aboriginal Australians who were suffering the genocidal effects of pastoral 
expansion, convict transportation and free migration.1 Evangelicals were politically active in 
imperial and colonial governments, helping to shape policy towards Aboriginal Australians 
between 1830 and 1850. They advocated for the protection and civilisation of Aboriginals in a 
Christian society.2 

II.   EVANGELICALISM  

Evangelicalism is a transnational and trans-denominational movement within Protestant 
Christianity that was prominent in the British Empire during the nineteenth century.3 
Evangelicals draw from the philosophies of Puritanism and Enlightenment.4 The movement is 
centred around the doctrine of atonement through the crucifixion of Christ.5  

Evangelicals believe that human beings are innately sinful and morally corrupt. However, 
salvation is possible to all people – regardless of race – through a ‘New Birth’ or conversion 
to the Christian faith.6 Through the conversion process, the sinful person transforms into a 
virtuous character that is temperate, prudent and hardworking.7 The duty of evangelical 
adherents was to eradicate sin through activism.8  

The theological framework of sin, redemption and atonement was not only applied to 
individuals but nations. ‘Collective guilt’ and ‘collective redemption’ was a defining feature of 

 
Submitted for assessment HIS5115. 
1 Ann Curthoys and Jessie Mitchell, Taking Liberty: Indigenous Rights and Settler Self-Government in Colonial Australia 
1830-1890 (Cambridge University Press, 2018) 48. 
2 Bain Attwood, ‘Rights, Duties and Aboriginal People’ (2020) 66(4) Australian Journal of Politics and History 543, 545 
(‘Attwood, ‘Rights, Duties and Aboriginal People’).  
3 Raymond Cooke, ‘British Evangelicals and the Issue of Colonial Self-Government’ (1965) 34 Pacific Historical Review 
127, 127 (‘Cooke’). 
4 Meredith Lake, ‘Samuel Marsden, Work and the Limits of Evangelical Humanitarianism’ (2010) 7(3) History Australia 
57.1, 57.2 (‘Lake’). 
5 Elizabeth Elbourne, ‘The Sin of the Settler: The 1835-36 Select Committee on Aborigines and Debates Over Virtue and 
Conquest in the Early Nineteenth-Century British White Settler Empire’ (2003) 4(3) Journal of Colonisation and Colonial 
History (‘Elbourne’). 
6  Tandee Wang, ‘O Sin, Sin, What Hast Thou Done!: Aboriginal People and Convicts in Evangelical Humanitarian 
Discourse in the Australian Colonies, 1830-50’ (2019) 1 ANU Historical Journal II 157, 160-161, 172, 174, 176 (‘Wang’). 
7  Ibid 160.   
8  Ibid 161, 170.  
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evangelical discourse.9 Evangelicals were paternalistic and teleological in their approach and 
often engaged with the state to realise their Christian aims.10 Following the success of the anti-
slavery campaign in 1833, evangelical figures turned their attention towards British colonial 
policy and the maltreatment of native people.11 They began humanitarian projects so that the 
British Empire can redeem itself from the sinful processes of colonisation.12 

By the first half of the nineteenth century, evangelical humanitarians such as James Stephen, 
Lord Stanley and Lord John Russell dominated the Colonial Office. Thomas Fowell Buxton 
was also a prominent evangelical. He spearheaded the Select Committee and was President of 
the Aborigines’ Protection Society.13 The apotheosis of evangelical influence on colonial 
policy was when the Whig government came to power in 1835.14 

Evangelical ideas were crystallised in the Parliamentary Select Committee Aboriginal Tribes 
Report (‘Select Committee Report’).15 The main objective of the report was to create a strong 
public sentiment against colonial violence towards Aboriginals. The public was instrumental 
in prompting the government into action and response.16 The report reproached settlers for their 
dissipation and immoral treatment of Indigenous people.17 The key recommendation was for 
Aboriginals to be under the aegis of British law.18 The report also proposed the introduction of 
Christianity as a ‘civilising process’ of ‘barbarous nations.’19 The report advised the 
establishment of a protectorate system of Christian missionaries that would provide refuge and 
religious instruction.20  

III.   THE LEGAL SUBJECT  

Evangelicals in the Colonial Office and the Aborigine’s Protection Society strongly advocated 
for justice, equality and the protection of Indigenous Australians.21 They drew from the 
recommendation made by the Select Committee Report that Aborigines were to be made fully 
amenable to British colonial law.22 This discourse led to the important issue as to whether the 
unsworn testimony of Aborigines could be admitted as evidence in colonial courts. Aboriginals 

 
9  Lake (n 4) 57.3; Wang (n 6) 166. 
10 Lake (n 4) 57.2. 
11 Ibid 57.3; Cooke (n 3) 127-8.  
12 Wang (n 6) 166.  
13 Ann Hunter, ‘The Origin and Debate Surrounding the Development of Aboriginal Evidence Acts in Western Australia in 
the Early 1840s’ (2007) 9 University of Notre Dame Australia Law Review 115, 118 (‘Hunter’). 
14 Russell Smandych, ‘Contemplating the Testimony of ‘Others’: James Stephen, the Colonial Office, and the Fate of 
Australian Aboriginal Evidence Acts, Circa 1839-1849’ (2004) 8 Australian Journal of Legal History 237, 133 (‘Smandych’). 
15 Select Committee of the Legislative Council, Report of the Parliamentary Select Committee on Aboriginal Tribes (Report, 
1837) (‘Select Committee Report’).  
16 Elbourne (n 5).  
17 Select Committee Report (n 15) 3-4, 12.  
18 Elbourne (n 5). 
19 Select Committee Report (n 15) 77, 137.  
20 Wang (n 6) 162; Select Committee Report (n 15) 121, 119. 
21 Smandych (n 14) 101-2. 
22 Ibid 98. 
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were formally recognised as British subjects when the colonies of New South Wales, South 
Australia and Western Australia introduced Aboriginal Evidence Acts.23 

R v Murrell and Bummaree (‘Murrell’)24 and R v Bonjon25 involved Aboriginals committing 
crimes inter se. The differing judgments in these cases (despite being similar on the facts) 
illustrate the uncertainty as to whether the colonial courts had jurisdiction over Aborigines.26 
According to Russell Smandych, the Colonial Office was influential towards the move of a 
more uniform application of the law.27 

In Murrell, the defence barrister Sidney Stephen argued that Aboriginals were provided with 
‘no protection by European law’ since they were ‘unable to give evidence as witnesses.’28 He 
argued that by not regarding Aboriginals as a legal subject, they were barred from claiming 
any civil rights including the recovery or compensation of dispossessed lands.29 The 
Aborigine’s Protection Society chaired by Saxe Bannister, the former Attorney-General of 
New South Wales, also argued against the requirement of testifying under a Christian oath since 
it greatly disadvantaged Aborigines.30 The main argument against the enactment of Aboriginal 
Evidence Acts was that Indigenous witnesses were unable to take an oath on the Bible since 
they did not believe in a God. To swear an oath when the witness did not believe in God was 
considered to be against principles of British jurisprudence.31 The assumption that Aboriginals 
did not believe in a Supreme Being was explored in R v Jackey.32  

To circumvent the argument that Indigenous testimony on unsworn evidence is ‘repugnant to 
the laws of England’,33 evangelicals James Stephen and Lord Stanley from the Colonial Office 
drafted the Colonial Evidence Act of 1843 (UK) (‘Evidence Act’). The Act granted imperial 
parliamentary approval for the English law to be overturned when admitting the unsworn 
testimony of Aboriginals in colonial courts.34 All that was required was for the Legislative 
Councils to pass their own enabling legislation.35 However, opposition from colonial 
legislatures, lay judges and emancipists made this legal endeavour an arduous task. 
Furthermore, diverging views amongst evangelicals about what constituted humanitarian 
treatment caused further delay and challenges.36 

According to Professor Robert Reece, former New South Wales Governor George Gipps was 
supportive of a Bill that would enable Aborigines to testify unsworn evidence.37 The difficulties 

 
23 Ibid 101. 
24 (1836) 1 Legge 72. 
25 (1841) NSWSupC 92.  
26 Damen Ward, ‘Constructing British Authority in Australasia: Charles Cooper and the Legal Status of Aborigines in the 
South Australian Supreme Court, c 1840-60’ (2006) 34(4) Journal of Imperial and Commonwealth History 483, 488. 
27 Smandych (n 14) 100. 
28 Ibid 108. 
29 Ibid 108. 
30 Ibid 151. 
31 Hunter (n 13) 116, 138.  
32 [1827] NSWSupC 70.  
33 Smandych (n 14) 112, 115, 118.   
34 Ibid 132. 
35 Ibid 102. 
36 Ibid 124-5.  
37 Ibid 109.  
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experienced during the Myall Creek Massacre trials in 1838 to call Aboriginal witnesses 
inspired Gipps to advocate for legal reform. These witnesses would have been valuable when 
determining the culpability of the 11 settlers who were convicted of the murder of 28 
Aboriginals.38 To remedy this problem, Gipps introduced a Bill to the New South Wales 
Legislative Council in 1839 that allowed the courts to accept the unsworn evidence of 
Aborigines when supported by corroborative evidence from a European witness.39  

Legal historians Lauren Benton, Jane Samson, Alex Castles and Bruce Kercher discuss how 
the Bill failed to be passed in 1843 due to influential emancipists such as William Charles 
Wentworth.40 On 21 June 1844, the Sydney Herald published a speech made by Wentworth in 
the Legislature. During the speech, Wentworth condemned the execution of the white settlers 
convicted in the Myall Creek massacre as ‘legal murder’ and a ‘violation of every principle of 
law and justice’.41 

South Australia and Western Australia enacted Evidence Bills that were in agreement with the 
provisions drafted by James Stephen in the Evidence Act.42 Castles notes that in Western 
Australia, Aboriginals were allowed to give evidence by declaring an affirmation. The local 
Act was also applicable to civil proceedings as well as criminal.43 

There were differing opinions between evangelicals John Hutt, Governor of Western Australia, 
and Lord John Russell, Secretary of State for the Colonies, in what provisions ought to be 
included or occluded in the Aboriginal Evidence Act of Western Australia. Hutt’s stance was 
similar to James Stephen and the Aborigines’ Protection Society in that he lobbied for 
Aboriginals to be treated with equality under English law. However, Hutt’s views differed from 
Lord Russell in regards to the types of sentences that ought to be handed down to Aborigines. 
Hutt’s humanitarian ideal was for the punishment of imprisonment for trivial offences to be 
substituted for whipping. This immediate punishment was preferred amongst Aboriginals as it 
would prevent them from being stripped away from their kin. He also argued that the 
punishment was particularly severe for Indigenous people whose restless spirit suffered greatly 
in a sedentary environment.44 However, Russell advocated for strict formal equality:   

Establishing an inequality in the eye of the law itself between the two classes, on the express 
ground of national origin, we foster prejudices, and give a countenance to bad passions, which 
unfortunately need no such encouragement.45 

IV. ABORIGINAL RIGHTS 

The notions of property rights and what makes a population group ‘civilised’ belong to an 
ancient strand of thought that was inherited when Britain itself was conquered by the Romans. 

 
38 See R v Kilmeister (No 2) [1838] NSWSupC 110. 
39 Smandych (n 14) 109. 
40 Ibid 103. 
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45 Ibid 128. 
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According to philosophers Cicero, Seneca, Virgil and Ovid, primitive people had no concept 
of property.46 It was only after people settled, engaged in agriculture and divided the land that 
property rights were established. Under Roman law, when the land belonged to no one, it could 
be acquired simply by taking it. This mode of land acquisition was used to justify British 
settlement.47 

Property rights were associated with the notion of ‘civilisation’ during the Enlightenment. 
Scottish writers Adam Ferguson, John Millar, William Robertson and Adam Smith related 
human progress with the stages of historical society including hunting, pastoralism, agriculture 
and commerce. Since Aboriginals were hunters, the general assertion was that they had no 
proprietary rights over the Australian land.48 

Christian humanitarians were influenced by these Roman and Enlightenment conceptions of 
land and society. While they recognised the injustice caused to Aboriginals when their land 
was dispossessed, they believed British sovereignty was best for everyone.49 Evangelical 
clergyman John Dunmore Lang wrote an editorial called ‘The Lords of the Soil’ in The Colonist 
that argued it was the duty of the colony to atone for its maltreatment of Indigenous people 
through compensation:  

It is now a settled doctrine with the British government, the British parliament, and the virtuous 
portion of the British public that the right of civilised states to take possession of barbarous 
countries rests entirely upon the principle of a full equivalent being given by the invaders… 
This could be provided by instructing them in the arts of civilisation, communicating to them 
the blessings of Christianity, and protecting them, but not their lands, from settler aggression.50 

Lang (like other evangelicals) did not claim Aborigines had rights to land in terms of 
possession. Rather, they had natural rights that deserved due consideration. Bain Attwood 
discusses how Aboriginals were considered to be on par with children, slaves and women. They 
were seen to be deficient in capacities and were therefore in need of a protector who could act 
on their behalf. According to Lang, the compensation for the dispossession of land came in the 
form of protectors and missionaries teaching Aboriginals to become ‘civilised’ through the 
cultivation of the land.51 

V.   REALITIES   

While evangelicals championed the protection and equality of Aboriginals under British law, 
their goals were never realised.52 Historians Bruce Kercher and Brent Salter recovered an 
archive of New South Wales criminal cases from 1827 that reveal only a paucity of settlers 

 
46 Bain Attwood, Returning to the Past: The South Australian Colonisation Commission, the Colonial Office and the 
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51 Ibid 558.  
52 Amanda Nettelbeck, ‘Equals of the White Man: Prosecution of Settlers for Violence Against Aboriginal Subjects of the 
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were punished for the murder of Aboriginals.53 The prosecution and guilty verdict of the white 
settlers in the Myall Creek case was exceptional according to colonial times. The guilty 
conviction caused such backlash from settlers and newspapers alike that Governor Gipps 
decided not to prosecute any of the settlers involved in the Waterloo Creek massacre.54  

At face value, the prosecution of twenty-nine white settlers in Western Australia seems like a 
great victory for evangelicals’ humanitarian efforts.55 However, the high numbers are merely 
the result of a concentrated settlement and a dearth of free labour. A greater need for 
Aboriginals to work alongside settlers made the likelihood of conflict more prevalent. 
Moreover, despite the high number of cases, only one settler was found guilty of Aboriginal 
murder and sentenced to death. Over the same period, 25 Aborigines were convicted for the 
murder of Europeans.56 

Australia’s colonial magistracy consisted mainly of European settlers who were not formally 
trained in law. They represented the local oligarchy of landowners. Hilary Golder discusses the 
effects of conflicting policies on the magistracy. They were directed to support the expansion 
of the pastoral industry. On the other hand, they were the Aboriginal’s legal protector.57 
Moreover, the distance between the metropolitan and the colonies made it difficult for the 
imperial government to monitor and scrutinise the regional magistracy tasked with the 
protection of Aborigines. The magistrates’ indifference towards the welfare of the Aborigines 
eventuated in ‘a tolerated culture of settler violence’.58 

Arguments of provocation, self-defence and good character were often deployed in cases 
involving Aboriginal deaths in order to mitigate judicial punishment.59 For example, a settler 
named Charles Bussell came from a wealthy family. In 1842, he was tried for manslaughter 
after he shot a seven-year-old Aboriginal girl dead. Bussell claimed he pointed the gun and 
pulled the trigger to scare the young girl into a confession about some stolen flour. He said that 
he thought the gun was unloaded. The defence counsel, Edward Landor, argued that Bussell 
was ‘a victim of robbery and that he had a right to defend his property.’60 Landor recommended 
that Bussell be fined a nominal fee. Justice William Mackie agreed with Landor but said the 
Crown must allow the case to be heard due to the state’s policy to treat natives as British 
subjects with the right to protection. Bussell was fined 10s.61 

Another example of mitigating sentence of settler violence against Aboriginal Australians is 
when settler George Guerrier disciplined a pregnant Aboriginal woman who was in his 
employment by tying her to a veranda for three days. She subsequently died. The defence 
counsel, Richard Nash, presented certificates of good character to the courts which reduced 
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Guerrier’s sentence. In October 1848, Guerrier was charged with aggravated assault and was 
fined £5.62 

VI. CONTEMPORARY POLICY  

Evangelicals held a dualistic image of Aboriginal Australians. Not only were they the victims 
of sin but they were also the perpetrators. Evangelicals perceived Aborigines as indolent, 
sexually transgressive and intemperate.63 Their religious objective was to save Aborigines from 
their savage ways by converting them to Christianity.64 

The evangelical imagination was a homogenous Christian community of puritan discipline and 
virtue.65 While evangelicals benevolently aimed for protection and equality before the law, 
their religiocentrism contributed to the destructive impacts of colonisation. Aboriginals were 
coerced into a normative worldview that is against their culture. They were placed in 
missionaries that aimed to Christianise them.66 They were taught to express their spiritual 
worship through the hard labour of the land67 rather than treating the land as the domain of 
spirits and totemic gods. Evangelicals’ duties to ‘civilise’, Christianise and assimilate 
Indigenous Australians into a homogenous culture was not just about sovereignty over land, 
but the sovereignty of the mind, body and soul.68 

Amanda Nettelbeck and Tandee Wang assert that the evangelical influence on government 
policy began to wane by the 1850s.69 Nettelbeck argues that humanitarian endeavours were 
undermined by the powerful resistance of the settlers and the failures of the missionaries to 
Christianise Aboriginals70 (as foretold by Reverend John Marsden in 1829).71 However, it is 
difficult to ignore the continuance of the evangelical legacy in policy today. The Stolen 
Generation, the ‘closing the gap’ campaign and the Northern Territory Intervention share the 
evangelical narrative of protection against harm. The assumption is that the government has 
the wisdom and jurisdiction to decide what is best for Aboriginals.72 

The evangelical concern about colonial violence on the welfare of Aboriginals has been 
substituted for the need to protect the ‘abused child’. The Little Children are Sacred: Report 
of the Northern Territory Board of Inquiry into the Protection of Aboriginal Children from 
Child Sexual Abuse is responsible for the implementation of the Northern Territory 
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intervention.73 The suffering documented in the report was not the effects of structural racism, 
ongoing colonisation or intergenerational past traumas caused by the government.74 The cause 
of suffering was abnormal family structures, sexual transgressions, pornography and alcohol.75 
This is similar to the Select Committee Report that prohibits the sale of alcohol to Aboriginals. 
The Committee describes alcohol as the deadly weapon against civilisation and Christianity76 
while ignoring racial assumptions that justify the dispossession of Aboriginal land and culture. 

The majority of courts have accepted the story of ‘protection from harm’ rather than examining 
racial assumptions, such as the principle of assimilation, 77 that underlie legislative frameworks 
and government policies.78 This is similar to the humanitarian era in colonial policy that failed 
to address the systemic causes of colonial violence.79 Only a dearth of cases have come before 
the courts concerning the harms caused by the Stolen Generation.80 One of these cases 
succeeded.81 The main reason why these claims failed is that the courts tend to judge the past 
actions of the state as well-intentioned towards the welfare of Aboriginals.82 The evangelical 
collective atonement for the sin of the Stolen Generation came in the form of a national apology 
by the Rudd Government in 2008.  

VII. CONCLUSION 

Evangelical humanitarianism has influenced the development and implementation of colonial 
policy between 1830 and 1850. However, this Western conception of time does not accurately 
reflect how policy is shaped. Rather, it is the Indigenous circular notion of time that more 
clearly illustrates how religiocentrism, paternalism and assimilation continue to surface and re-
surface throughout history. From ancient Rome to British colonisation and even now- in 
contemporary Australia. The evangelical ethos remains alive.  
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1886 (Vic); Aborigines Act 1890 (Vic); Aborigines Protection Act 1886 (WA); Aborigines Protection Act 1909 (NSW); 
Northern Territory Aboriginals Act 1910 (SA).  
79 Nettelbeck (n 52) 360. 
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HART OR AUSTIN: LEGAL POSITIVISM OR 
RULE OF THE SOVEREIGN? 

NEIL MAHONEY 

I.   INTRODUCTION 

John Austin’s command theory of law could be considered to be outdated at the time of its 
development, given the history of English law. The formation of the Magna Carta placed 
functional limitations on the authority and power of the King as early as 1215, by placing law 
above the King.1 When Austin’s legal viewpoint is applied to Australia, it fails to recognise the 
validity of traditional indigenous laws due to the lack of an obvious sovereign authority in 
those cultures.2 

H.L.A. Hart improves on the legal positivist theory of law, where the role of the sovereign is 
reduced, and in some cases is eliminated, and the role that obligation plays on the observance 
of laws is emphasised.3 Hart states, the difference between mere social customs, and laws that 
contain secondary rules to develop and adjudicate law, are functional differences between 
primitive and modern society.4 When applied to the situation in Australia, particularly to 
indigenous rights, traditional law and the legal fiction of ‘terra nullius’, Hart’s view of legal 
positivism is a much better fit, as it allows recognition of traditional laws and customs as a 
modern system of laws, and allows the integration of these laws and customs into Australian 
common law.5 

II.   ON THE SOVEREIGN 

Austin states that the law derives from authority, and that the ultimate authority is the 
sovereign, who is typified by the following characteristics: 

1. is a determinate human superior either as individual or group;6 

2. is habitually obeyed by the majority of the members of society;7 

3. is not in the habit of obedience to others;8 

 
1 Magna Carta 1297 (UK) 
2 Mabo and Others v State of Queensland (No.2) (1992) 175 CLR 1, 32-34, [33]-[34] (Brennan J); W Blackstone, 
Commentaries on the Laws of England: Of the Rights of Persons (1765) (A Facsimile of the First Edition of 1765-1769, 
1979) vol 1 (Oxford University Press, 15th ed, 1982), 104; Ulla Secher, ‘The High Court and Recognition of Native Title: 
Distinguishing Between the Doctrines of Terra Nullius and 'Desert and Uncultivated’ (2007) 11(1) University of Western 
Sydney Law Review 1, 2-3. 
3 Suri Ratnapala, Jurisprudence (Cambridge University Press, 3rd ed, 2017) 54. 
4 Ibid 58–63. 
5 H.LA. Hart, The Concept of Law (Clarendon Press, 2nd ed, 1994) 56, 252-253. 
6 Ratnapala (n 3) 46. 
7 Ibid. 
8 Ibid. 
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4. the power cannot be legally limited, but may be constrained by positive morality, and 
these may be disregarded;9 

5. is indivisible, and all power of the land is vested within the sovereign.10 

The barons revolt forced the Magna Carta onto King John in  1215,11 effectively limiting the 
power of the sovereign, and further divesting the power of the land into separate bodies – the 
Parliament. The Magna Carta placed the rule of law above King John, effectively requiring 
the sovereign to have obedience to the wishes of others.12 

Taking into account the formation of the English Parliament, and accepting that this body 
replaced the King as sovereign, this is a body divided between the appointed House of Lords, 
and the popularly elected House of Commons.13 Austin does not allow the sovereign to be 
divided in mind, yet this is the case in fact.14 

Hart replaces the concept of the sovereign with the rule of recognition, which allows laws to 
be formed that provide a chain of recognition of power that can be identified.15 This in effect 
elevates obligation to a dominant position in the observance of laws.16 Once the public 
recognise the power inherent in acts of parliament, constitutions and bills of rights, then the 
law becomes fact through recognition. Once recognised by officials, and challenged by the 
judiciary, this cements the obligations of all members of society, and the recognition of the 
law.17 

This is in opposition to Austin’s theory that laws are commands, descending from a sovereign, 
with sanctions applied to those that disobey.18 In this reasoning then, law is only obeyed due 
to the command of a superior, and the threat of punishment, and not on moral grounds. In this 
way, commands produce laws that create an imperative to obey or suffer unpleasant 
consequences.19 

Hart’s elevation of obligation and the rule of recognition removes the command aspect of 
Austin’s view, and removes the necessity for sanction to ensure that laws are obeyed.20 

Hart still requires a law to emanate from authority, but the nature of the authority is changed 
to reflect the true situation.21 In this aspect Hart’s views are superior to Austin’s views on law. 

 
9 Ibid 46-48. 
10 Ibid 48-49. 
11 Magna Carta (n 1). 
12 Ibid. 
13 Alex Castles, ‘The Reception and Status of English Law in Australia’ (1963) 2(1) Adelaide Law Review 1 
14 Ratnapala (n 3) 48-49. 
15 Ibid 59-63. 
16 Ibid 60. 
17 Ibid 59-61. 
18 Ibid 45. 
19 Ibid 50-51. 
20 Ibid 54, 61. 
21 Ibid 42, 59-60. 
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III.   ON PRIMITIVE SYSTEMS OF LAWS 

Hart differentiates modern law from primitive law by introducing a secondary system of laws 
that allow primary laws, those that all members of society are obliged to obey, to be modified 
as required by the needs of members of society. Further, these secondary laws need to be 
recognised by officials, lawmakers and members of the judiciary in order to have validity, and 
thus, obligation.22 

By contrast, Austin’s additional recognition of laws only extends to those that clarify legal 
interpretation, repeal laws or to create obligation without sanction. The first two listed are 
equivalent to the secondary system of laws in Hart’s model, but are not recognised explicitly 
as being formative of the laws of society as a whole. Austin is constrained by the requirement 
to have all laws derive from the sovereign.23 

The recognition that an advanced system of laws has within it a set of laws that allow 
monitoring, some control over execution and enforcement, internal mechanisms to balance the 
operation of law, and allow law to change with societal needs is important. This allows the 
differentiation between static social rules and customs that are characteristic of primitive 
society, and that of a system of laws that are recognised, and deserving of obligation by 
members of society.24 

Hart also uses the use of secondary laws to allow the necessary separation of morals from law, 
where Austin provides that morality runs parallel with the rules of law, but positive laws always 
trump morality.25 Hart’s legal positivism accepts that morality was a precursor to the formation 
of laws, but recognises that amoral laws are able to exist. By recognising that some laws may 
run counter to morality, and may in fact be a bad law, allows the opportunity to change an 
unjust law.26 

Austin denies the ability to change the law without the express wishes of the sovereign, while 
Hart permits the superior position of the law mediating and changing itself through internal 
mechanisms as society requires. 

IV. ON AUSTRALIAN INDIGENOUS LAW 

It is now accepted that the Australian and Torres Straight Indigenous Peoples had an advanced 
system of laws prior to the settlement of Australia by Europeans, with thousands of years of 
history. This acceptance has not always been the case, with initial occupation of Australia by 
the British being legalised under the false notion of terra nullius.27 The laws of the existing 
populations were seen as primitive, and society a collection of disparate bands of roaming 
nomads. 

 
22 Ibid 59-62. 
23 Ibid 50-51. 
24 Ibid 57-58. 
25 Ibid 51. 
26 Ibid 64-65. 
27 Mabo (n 2). 
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Neither Hart or Austin would recognise the validity of Indigenous laws based on this 
understanding – there are no secondary laws, only static customs, and no indivisible sovereign 
– to allow a system of laws to be created. However, this understanding is far from the truth.28 

The content of laws varied by specific indigenous culture, but broad matters were held in 
common by a number of cultures. Lore was created by ancestors travelling the land and 
establishing the code of life, developing societal laws. This lore has been handed down for tens 
of thousands of years by dance, stories, remembrance and celebrations of significant sites that 
were integral to the formation of laws. Rules of living, roles of men and women, economics, 
marriage and other activities are controlled. Some lore can only be known by people in certain 
position in society, such as Elders, who are keepers of the lore, and know most about their 
specific culture. Some Elders are very senior people with considerable wisdom and knowledge, 
and whose opinions about the law carry the most weight. There are sanctions for breaking the 
law, and disputes are usually handled by a meeting of Elders.29 

It can be interpreted through this description that the Australian Indigenous cultures had 
developed a system of primary laws that was followed by all members of society, and possessed 
a system of secondary laws, administered by Elders, who can be seen as holding positions 
equivalent to legislators and judges from western legal models. 

Hart would recognise this system of law as an advanced, if not modern, society in respect to 
the development of legal rules, and thus follow the rules of recognition. This gives rise to the 
possibility of the change of the rule of recognition through peaceful means, such as award of 
self-governance or independence, or via conflict.30 The error in Austin’s thinking would not 
allow such change, or even recognise this system of laws due to the absence of the indivisible 
sovereign. 

V.   ON TERRA NULLUIS 

In fact, through the use of the legal fiction of terra nullius, the societies and peoples that were 
living on the continent were not recognised at the time of European occupation. Due to this, 
there has not been formal recognition of the traditional laws of Australia’s indigenous cultures, 
and the possibility for Hart’s rule of recognition has been denied. Instead, the English system 
of common law was adopted in the newly settled lands,31 overriding all that existed prior.32 

It was not until Mabo in 1992, that native title, and thus a part of traditional cultural rights were 
recognised.33 In this way, the common law that was brought to Australia from England, has 
had Hart’s rule of recognition applied, by recognising fundamental indigenous land rights – 

 
28 R v Murrell (1836) 1 Legge 72, 72. 
29 Paul Sheiner and Kelsi Forrest, ‘Aboriginal Traditional Lore’, Austlii Communities (Web Page) < 
https://austlii.community/foswiki/WALawHbk/AboriginalTraditionalLore>. 
30 Ratnapala (n 3) 59-60. 
31 Anonymous [1722] 24 ER 646, 646; Cooper v Stuart (1889) 14 App Cas 286, 291; Samantha Hepburn, ‘Disinterested 
Truth: Legitimation of the Doctrine of Tenure Post-Mabo’ (2005) 29(1) Melbourne University Law Review 1, 2. 
32 Coe v Commonwealth (1979) 24 ALR 118, 129, 138; W Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of England: Of the Rights 
of Persons (1765) (A Facsimile of the First Edition of 1765-1769, 1979) vol 1 (Oxford University Press, 15th ed, 1982). 
33 Richard Bartlett, ‘Mabo: Another Triumph for the Common Law’ (1993) 15 Sydney L. Rev. 178, 183-184. 
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fundamental, because the common law recognises rights to person and property as central, and 
the ultimate obligation.34 

The application of Hart’s rule of recognition is typified by Bartlett, when he says ‘The common 
law gave effect to such rights because practice and human experience demanded, then and now, 
that it should’.35 Further along he says ‘It did so because the functioning of society required 
that it should’.36 This application of the rule of recognition is more pronounced when it is 
considered that this decision emphatically said the decision in Millirrpum v Nabalco,37 was 
wrong, and brings Australian common law more in line with that in Canada through the 
decision in Johnson v McIntosh,38 where Marshall CJ developed the doctrine of native title at 
common law, which declares that ‘discovery gave title’.39 

It can be established the Hart’s rule of recognition has been applied to Australian common law 
to escape history’s prison,40 which is an aspect that Austin fails to recognise. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Austin’s approach to legal positivism allows the law to become a static entity when the 
sovereign is absent. 

Hart improves on this by removing the sovereign, and emphasising the obligation of society 
brought about by the rule of recognition, and allows the law to advance through the application 
of secondary laws. In this way, Hart’s view is preferable to Austin’s as it is a closer reflection 
of the factual situation. 

 

 
  

 
34 Ibid 179-180. 
35 Ibid 180. 
36 Ibid. 
37 (1971) 17 FLR 141. 
38 Johnson v Mcintosh 8 Wheat 543 (1823). 
39 Ibid. 
40 Mabo (n 2) 29 (Brennan J); Hepburn (n 31) 6. 
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RELIGION’S CONTRIBUTION TO LEGAL 
THEORY 
CALEB GAGGI 

I.   INTRODUCTION 

Understanding the contributions of religion to law/legal theory requires an appreciation of how 
societies functioned in early history. As opposed to investigating the simple dogma of religious 
decrees (like the Ten Commandments for example), the contribution religion has made to legal 
theory will be investigated by looking at Christianity’s grip in European societies and culture 
within the Dark Ages and late Renaissance periods and how the societal norms and cultural 
expectations were affiliated by religion. This will be complimented by observing the 
relationship religion has in societies of Islamic faith alongside some detailed excerpts of 
religion’s appreciation in the foundation of Ancient civilisations such as Greece and the reach 
of Natural Law. In understanding the historical significance of religion in societies, an 
understanding of its function as a rules-based system embodied with the concept of ‘action 
leads to consequence’ will also be investigated in a way to appreciate how law has arrived in 
its objective and unbiased manner it is today, argued as either by natural law or societal 
development. Appreciating the nexus religion has on society will contextualise the significance 
in not only religion’s foothold in social development, but also in how laws are procreated. 

II.   HISTORICAL  

Religion has had such historical relevance within society for thousands of years, with entire 
dynasties and kingdoms established under the notion and rules of one dedicated faith.1 The 
appreciation of religion as a separate rules-based system in societies only later developed 
primarily after the Enlightenment [in Europe] and was not yet observed as something separable 
to the idea of early nation-statehood, as such, many fundamental rules and expectations among 
people were proscribed by scriptures and mandates from sacred and holy texts, or were at least 
affected by them, directly or indirectly, in early decision-making.2 The impact that these texts 
had on society have been magnified throughout historical events [particularly in Europe] since 
the fall of the Roman Empire at the pace at which Christianity’s influence grew by its immense 
power prior to the Sixteenth Century European Protestant Reformation (Enlightenment).3 The 
prominence of religion in society attracts sociological critique that mostly digress in 
understanding religion’s contribution to law - in short, the authority of religion proceeded from 
its position as authority as divine, and had a grip on almost every leg of authority in most 
evolving societies atoned by its nature as ‘no human body had power to regulate religious 
affairs’.4 The Dark Ages and Renaissance sees Christianity at its arguably most illustrious and 

 
1 John Merriman, A History of Modern Europe (W. W. Norton & Company, 3rd ed, 2010) 127-142, 242-261. 
2 Ibid 179-206. 
3 Ibid 111-8; William Pelz, A People’s History of Modern Europe (Pluto Press, 2016) 19-21. 
4 Ibid; Robert Parker, ‘Law and Religion’ in Michael Gagarin and David Cohen (eds), The Cambridge Companion to Ancient 
Greek Law (Cambridge University Press, 2005) 62. 
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momentous stage in conforming with law in a manner to ‘reconcile the doctrinal centrality of 
religious belief with its inherent plurality of socio-cultural manifestations’.5 These 
‘manifestations’ is what John Merriman extrapolates regarding ‘Dante’s Divine Comedy’ 
which, ‘provides the quintessential expression of medieval thought by its demonstration of the 
extraordinary power that both Latin classical learning and Christian theology exerted on 
educational thought and literature’.6 This is indicative of how society was structured, a simple 
example is of Feudal England and how the hierarchy of nobility and religion are intertwined 
within authoritarian monarchies.7 The hierarchal superiors, in atonement to their faiths would 
make rules and laws in which common folk ought to abide to (whether directly or not as argued 
by Germain Grisez as natural law) - rules and laws which were most likely devised by or with 
consideration to religious decrees in either their initial ‘drafting’ or in their enforcement (as it 
was common, particularly in the Dark Ages, for the aristocracy to use religion as both as 
testament to making law as well as a weapon for its spiritual fear of purgatory, investing an 
action-consequence system of law within the minds of most people).8 Not all rules to be obeyed 
were inspired based on Christian beliefs, rather it was the ethical frameworks and the hierarchal 
power of the Church in Medieval Europe which led to such authoritative articles to be bound 
by what was the social norm.9  

Moreover, Christianity is not the only religion to have a deep connection with associated 
societies and histories alike, Islamic law ‘operates culture-specifically in theory and practice’ 
and has ‘achieved and largely maintained a sophisticated degree of plurality-consciousness, 
albeit often obfuscated by theological polemics and political rhetoric’ for just as long.10 In their 
text, Werner Menski translates the similar ‘upbringing’ of societies following Christian beliefs 
in the Islamic context, 

First on the Qur’an and the Prophet, his companions, the early Muslim rulers and judges, and 
then the emerging class of Muslim jurists, Islamic state law is found to develop gradually in 
interaction with primarily religious structures and social norm systems, never able to dominate 
the entire field.11 

Alike the communities in Medieval Europe, the laws and customs that were established by the 
aristocracy of Islamic states were, in part, directed by religious doctrine with man-made 
perspectives.12 Menski also notes that many Muslims are uncomfortable with the 
implementation of man-made elements in a legal system from the Qur’an, yet they [Muslims] 
appreciate that the sacred text does not answer all legal questions – rather its use as an ethical 

 
5 Werner Menski, Comparative Law in a Global Context: The Legal Systems of Asia and Africa (Cambridge University Press, 
2nd ed, 2006) 279. 
6 Merriman (n 1) 58. 
7 Ibid; Gillian Clark, ‘The Christianization of the Aristocracy’ (2003) 53(2) The Classical Review 440-2; Judith Pollmann, 
‘Countering the Reformation in France and the Netherlands: Clerical leadership and Catholic Violence 1560-1586’ (2006) 190 
Past & Present 80-6. 
8 Ibid; Kieran Creedon, ‘Review of Medieval Religion and its Anxieties: History and Mystery in the Other Middle Ages’, 
Reviews in History (Web Page) <https://reviews.history.ac.uk/review/2211>. 
9 Ibid. 
10 Menski (n 5) 279. 
11 Ibid. 
12 Ibid 383. 
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framework to be guided as ‘it inevitably contains some human intervention, since the Prophet 
had to match situation-specific justice with adherence to divinely revealed rules’.13 

What is to be distinguished from this brief extraction of religion in society is that throughout 
[European] history the dominance of religious doctrine and its prescriptive and proscriptive 
authority was not only so easily imbedded onto the majority of people who were unintelligible 
compared to some of their hierarchal superiors by illustrious methods in the arts and folklore 
particularly in the Renaissance and Romantic era,14 but it is also indicative that those who were 
hierarchal superiors in society were influenced by the same religious doctrine in both their 
practice and preference.15  

III.   NATURAL LAW 

However, religious texts are not the only ‘more-than-human’ element in contributing to 
evolving legal systems, contemporary studies on natural law tend to argue that some legal 
principles are inherent in all humans. Germain Grisez explores the mysterious aura that guides 
natural law into being that in which it is. The elusive and yet objectively relatable methodology 
employed by Grisez in exploring how natural law, and simply the inherent law that ‘comes 
being human’,16 guides decisions in intelligible and benevolent ways.17 Although it is argued 
that law ought to be unbiased, scientific and objectional, there is still a matter of mystery in 
inherent human behaviour of establishing ‘default’ morals between right and wrong, which 
Grisez explains illustriously through objective and philosophic strategies by alluding to a 
‘more-than-human source of meaning and value’.18 He argues that,   

As people become aware of being guided toward intelligible goods by the principles of 
practical reason, they also become at least dimly aware of the more-than-human source of that 
guidance-a source about which the guidance itself provides indications.19 

This alludes to something akin to ‘awakening the conscience’ of human nature simply being 
self-aware of their own existence. However, Grisezes position on natural law does not end with 
quasi-philosophical debate on self-consciousness, it elaborates further with the divine 
intervention of God as [somewhat] fulfilling a destiny; 

God guides different individuals to use their diverse gifts in diverse ways to meet their own 
and others’ diverse needs, that single ultimate end would lead different persons to organize 
their lives in somewhat different ways. Major elements in the structure of most people's lives 
would be settled by their commitments to participate in certain enduring relationships and 
communities, and to make a living in a particular way. Those major commitments, in turn, 

 
13 Ibid 287. 
14 Merriman (n 1) 55-62. 
15 Ibid; Parker (n 4) 62-3. 
16 Germain Grisez, ‘Natural Law, God, Religion, and Human Fulfilment’ (2001) 46 American Journal of Jurisprudence 13. 
17 Ibid 14. 
18 Ibid 11-3. 
19 Ibid 13. 
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would serve as the criterion for discerning among the remaining morally acceptable options in 
respect to the less central elements of one's life.20 

Although one could simply read into these statements as an observation on close interpersonal 
communities and relationships participating with other likeminded people, it is also relevant to 
consider this to larger communities with much larger commitments. For if Grisez says is true, 
then congregations of individuals will eventually form, given their diverse gifts in their 
intended methods and benefits that can endure if relationships and communities of ‘like-
mindedness’ stick together following their criterion. This in turn inevitably and somewhat 
indirectly establishes a hierarchy like those described through medieval and capitalist systems 
of authority, as each community of like-mindedness will differ to the next given their diverse 
gifts. From here it seems that the natural capacities of a human in registering their innate 
intuition forms pre-allocated positions in society – as the conjuring of peoples’ ‘major elements 
and structures’ each with their own ‘unique capacities’ creates sects of people who eventually 
embody a society, simultaneously establishing rules and laws founded on these principles 
(albeit inherent and ‘natural’ from the adaption of interpersonal and intrapersonal commitments 
to morality and religion).21  

Robert Parker, regarding Ancient Greek Law, corroborates with this perspective as ‘religion 
[is] a chrysalis from which, by a rather mysterious process, law emerged … “religion gave men 
the strength to create for themselves law and state”’.22 This evidently establishes a ‘civil bond’ 
between religion and law by either the ‘natural’ development of the human condition or by 
hegemonic growth,23 which inherently creates what Grisez implies as ‘imagined 
communities’.24 People were either born into ‘imagined communities’ or adopted them by 
abandoning their previous ‘imagined community’,25 whereby such adoption or birth-right was 
preeminent by Grisezes argument by a more-than-human operation.26 These communities are 
obviously the categorisation of people who share common beliefs or expectations, but ideas 
that significantly differ from another community’s.27 These sects of imagined communities are 
easily defined as the early establishments of nation-states, as these communities will gradually 
develop political, legal and social customs that would merge an identity separate from other 
communities.28 

This connection discerned from the works of Grisez illustrates religion’s contribution to law in 
a brief and abstract manner as it relates to natural law being inherent human knowledge.29 The 
contribution here is clearly aligned with how decision-makers and lawmakers [from the past] 

 
20 Ibid 16-7. 
21 Ibid 15-7; Pelz (n 3) 19-21. 
22 Parker (n 4) 69. 
23 Terence Etherton, ‘Religion, the Rule of Law and Discrimination’ (2014) 16(3) Ecclesiastical Law Journal 266; Creedon 
(n 8); Clark (n 7) 440-2. 
24 Grisez (n 16); Robert Mayhew, ‘British Geography’s Republic of Letters: Mapping an Imagined Community, 1600-1800’ 
(2004) 65(2) Journal of the History of Ideas 251-276; Nicholas Terpstra, ‘Imagined Communities of the Reformation’ 
(2009) 40(1) The Sixteenth Century Journal 222-5. 
25 Mayhew (n 24) 251-276. 
26 Grisez (n 16) 13. 
27 Ibid. 
28 Terpstra (n 24) 222-5. 
29 Grisez (n 16) 12-3. 
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based their directives not just in conjunction with the socio-culture at the time (in the 
heightened atmosphere of religious hegemony in society),30 but also preeminent within 
themselves through inherent human knowledge guided by this ‘more-than-human source of 
natural law with the creator’.31 Religion’s contribution to law predates modern history given 
its regard as dictum above humankind and basic establishments of action-consequence on a 
‘more-than-human’ spectrum.32   

IV. SIGNIFICANCE 

The integrity of the relationship between religion and law was always bound to budge by way 
of the Enlightenment period and late Renaissance, yet even still, history illustrates the 
prominence of religion in the not-so distant past of colonialism which was generally masked 
as theocratic liberalisation.33 Since then, the rule of law has always maintained a sustained 
position of objectivity by way of ‘reflecting certain inherent values in the law: those of 
certainty, consistency, accountability, efficiency, due process and access to justice’,34 and has 
thus distanced from [doctrinal] bias as by way in which social norms and culture shift, so to do 
the perspectives and contingency religion holds within it. In 1676, Chief Justice Hale said that,  

To say religion is a cheat, is to dissolve all those obligations whereby the civil societies are 
preserved, and Christianity is a parcel of the laws of England: therefore, to reproach the 
Christian religion is to speak in subversion of the law.35  

Historically speaking, this statement holds great blandish in highlighting religion’s 
contribution to not just legal theory but also to the mechanics of social norms, as ‘the bonds of 
civil society were preserved by religion, and the major institutions of society, including the 
government and the law, had it as their duty to support that form of it known as Christianity’.36 
Religion is still prominent in the contemporary context of ‘civil bonds’ whereby such reverence 
is illustrated through the shared history of Australia and England by way of royal exertion. For 
example;    

The Queen’s Coronation Oath, in which she promised to maintain in the United Kingdom the 
Protestant religion and the rights and privileges of the bishops and clergy of the Church of 
England, reflects the unique constitutional position of Christianity in Britain and, in particular, 
the Protestant churches. The Queen is ‘Defender of the Faith’.37 

However, as Terence Etherton elaborates, it [law] has moved ‘from a Christian-centric body of 
law with no anti-discrimination legislation to one of neutrality towards all religions or beliefs 
and a complex framework of civil and criminal anti-discrimination legislation’.38 The 

 
30 Merriman (n 1) 118-9; Pelz (n 3) 19-21; Pollmann (n 7) 80-6. 
31 Grisez (n 16) 13. 
32 Ibid. 
33 Herbert Weisinger, ‘English Attitudes toward the Relationship between the Renaissance and the Reformation’ (1945) 
14(3) Church History 167–187. 
34 Etherton (n 23) 282. 
35 Ibid 266. 
36 Ibid 267. 
37 Ibid 266. 
38 Ibid 282. 
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fragmentation of Christianity to the execution and application of law has ‘resulted in the 
complex balancing of a range of rights’,39 whereby freedom of religion is one, yet in a more 
rather decentralised position than it was before.40 Etherton continues to express the 
everchanging position of religion from the past to its relevancy today as,  

Legislation not only reflected a more diverse community, and a greater embracing of 
difference, but also provided the model for later hate crime legislation in relation to, for 
example, religion and sexual orientation. This race aspect to the development of our 
antidiscrimination law is … [in] association with Commonwealth countries.41 

One could argue that the power religion held in the law-making processes in the past had 
inspired the contemporary position of equality and objectivity by way in which the mistakes 
made in the past have been lessons learned by those enlightened communities since the 
Renaissance to appreciate the diverse nature in people’s faith belief systems and inherently 
‘natural’ concepts of right and wrong in ethically and morally acceptable manners.  

V.   CONCLUSIONS: THE CONTRIBUTION 
 ABSTRACT V UNDERLYING   

Examining religion’s contribution to law throughout history provides and understanding of not 
just how intertwined religion is within societies and cultures throughout the space of time and 
human development, but it also provides an understanding of what one could argue as being a 
precursor or even the original constitution [for humankind] given its endorsement from a high 
power, the higher law. By investigating the historic references to religion and law primarily 
through a European/Christian scope, it is evident that religion has helped shape the social 
norms and general (natural) expectations to the concepts of ‘right-and-wrong’ and ‘action-
consequence’ by its endorsement in societal and cultural norms by way of tradition, royal 
decree and social development - the effect religion has had in law making is monumental.  

Although the influence of the church has been fragmented in contemporary times since those 
of the historical counterparts, the fundamental rules-based system and ‘natural’ perceptions of 
ethical and moral codes are still practiced today, to the degree where one may argue that the 
[notorious] influence religion had in law-making in the past has led to a greater appreciation 
and application of fairness and ethics by eliminating religious bias and subject-specific 
methods to accommodate the growing multi-cultural landscape societies are faced with today.  

 

 

 
39 Ibid. 
40 Ibid. 
41 Ibid 270. 
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CAN THE JUDICIARY UNDERMINE STATUTORY 
AUTHORITY? AN AMERICAN REALIST 

ANALYSIS 
IAN M C REMFREY 

I.   INTRODUCTION 

The jurisprudential field of American legal realism is a philosophical approach as to what law 
is. American legal realism is the jurisprudential perspective which identifies the law more-so 
as the decisions of the judiciary as opposed to the written rules of statute law. When a question 
of authority arises, the doctrine of the separation of powers is brought into question, and in 
particular how it outlines society’s highest authority. Understanding the full scope of this legal 
doctrine and how it depicts the law as it is today, is not only a great area of interest to scholars 
and academics, but the societies who may rely upon the future of these legal systems.  

American legal realism has brought a number of questions to light around how the legal system 
functions, like all of legal theory it allows us to develop a deeper understanding of the law.1 
One question in particular is whether through this jurisprudential lens are we able to identify if 
the judiciary can undermine the authority of statute law. Before we can ask this question, we 
must first define what statute law is.  

For the purpose of analysing whether American legal realism undermines statute law, statute 
law will be construed according to the definition of ‘statute law’ according to the Australian 
Law Dictionary:2   

[E]verything that is contained in current Acts of Parliament... 

It is important to address any questions regarding the separation of powers as it is one of the 
constitutional principles that allows our society to function in the manner that it does.3 
Anything which may indicate a breakdown of this principle should be considered heavily. 

The focus of this essay will be on the philosophical opinions of a number of American legal 
realists, and their jurisprudential opinions on, the judicial power to deny statutes, prejudice in 
the judiciary, and fact-scepticism. These are evaluated to determine their potential to 
undermine statute law in Australia today. 

 
Submitted for assessment LAW2224. 
1 Peter Landmann and Michael Webster, “Introduction: The Practical Importance of Legal Theory” (1984) 9(2) Queen’s Law 
Journal 237. 
2 Australian Law Dictionary (3rd ed, 2017) ‘statute law’ (def 2). See also Macquarie Dictionary (online at 17 August 2021) 
‘statute’ (n1, def 1a). 
3 Anthony Marinac et al, Learning Law (Cambridge University Press, 2021) 93-94. 
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II.   ARGUMENT OF AUTHORITY 

Karl Llewellyn states that through the United States Constitution4 the judiciary has the power 
to deny a specific statute.5 Llewellyn did not discuss this statement extensively, but it was 
construed that Llewellyn meant that through American legal realism the judiciary has the 
ability to undermine the statute law. This hypothesis can be applied in Australia with the 
constitutional powers invested in the High Court of Australia by the Australian Constitution.6  

This line of reasoning is flawed. In order to determine whether an undermining of authority is 
occurring, we need to understand what authority of government is, Robert J Jackson and 
Doreen Jackson explain authority as:7 

[P]ower to make binding decisions and issue obligatory commands. Such power must be 
perceived by citizens as rightful or acceptable and therefore to be obeyed. 

Before we evaluate Llewellyn’s comment, we need to determine whether the constitution can 
be classified as a statute.  The definition of statute law is “[E]verything that is contained in 
current Acts of Parliament”.8 The Constitution is directly referred to as an Act,9 secondly the 
Constitution does still remain current (in-force), lastly it is of the Australian Parliament. Thus, 
the Constitution would be rightly classified as statute law. 

Therefore, the only way which the judiciary is able to deny laws is by enforcing the 
constitution. This indicates that the judiciary does not hold a superior power than statute law, 
as they are limited to the interpretation and enforcement of a statute, the constitution. From this 
analysis of binding authority with Llewellyn’s argument for the judiciary, it has been 
determined that the judiciary does not hold binding authority over statute law. Therefore, 
Llewellyn’s argument is flawed and cannot accurately demonstrate how the judiciary has the 
potential to undermine statute law.  

III.   PREJUDICE 

American legal realists acknowledge the human condition and consider the innate partiality 
that members of the judiciary hold.10 Jerome Frank explains that due to the highly 
individualistic idiosyncratic nature of the prejudice and bias in the judiciary, it is impossible to 
moderate adjudication to an extent where this does not occur.11 American legal realists continue 
to discuss how the judiciary make their decision first through their biases and then trace their 
logic backwards from their predetermined conclusion.  Llewellyn explains that judges rarely if 

 
4 United States Constitution. 
5 Karl N. Llewellyn, The Bramble Bush: Some Lectures on Law and Its Study (Columbia University School of Law, 1930) 77. 
6 Australian Constitution s 76(i). 
7 Robert J Jackson and Doreen Jackson, A Comparative Introduction to Political Science (Prentice Hall, 1997), See also Myron 
Weiner and Samuel P Huntington, Understanding Political Development: An Analytic Study (Little Brown and Company, 
1987). 
8Australian Law Dictionary (3rd ed, 2017) ‘statute law’ (def 2). See also Macquarie Dictionary (online at 17 August 2021) 
‘statute’ (n1, def 1a). 
9 Australian Constitution cl 1. 
10 Anthony D’Amato, “The Limits of Legal Realism” (2010) 106 Faculty Working Papers 1. 
11 Jerome Frank, Courts on Trial - Myth and Reality in American Justice (Princeton University Press, 1949), quoted in Suri 
Ratnapala, Jurisprudence (Cambridge University Press, 2018) 124. 
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ever actually make their decisions through a deduction through logic but attempt to represent 
their reasoning as so.12  

This change towards acknowledging the partiality of judicial members has contributed towards 
creating a ‘fairer’ legal system. Oliver W. Holmes mentions that the judiciary should stop 
ignoring the importance of social justice, and explicitly discuss public policy when it is a factor 
for their consideration.13 It is very important to acknowledge all influencing factors and 
demonstrate the actual reasoning behind their decisions. Having a more accurate representation 
of adjudication is essential in sustaining the liberal principles that our society live upon.14 

Partiality is well known to for its capacity to cause injustice, and to state that judicial prejudice 
and bias does not would be ignorant and foolish. Some psychological professionals and legal 
theorists believe partiality in the judiciary has the capacity to hinder the proper administration 
of law.15 While this is definitely an important issue to take into consideration for the consistent 
administration of the law, it does not directly speak to whether judicial partiality undermines 
the authority of statute law. As for the opinions of the judiciary in Australia, they have 
expressly stated that it is not within their authority to exercise the powers of legislators.16 In 
PGA v R (2012) it was discussed that it is wrong for the judiciary to create laws, especially 
when Parliament sits a lot more frequently than it had in the past.17  

This demonstrates the judiciary’s attitude around exercising their discretionary powers. It also 
indicates that even though they possess innate partiality, they are aware that they are not the 
law makers. Therefore, where American legal realism identifies partiality in the judiciary, it 
does not indicate an undermining or potentiality to undermine of statute law. 

IV. FACT SCEPTICISM 

An important issue that addresses how judges may come to their decisions is explained by fact-
scepticism. Fact-scepticism was commonly used by the American legal realist Jerome Frank. 
The approach of fact-scepticism discusses whether judges are really bound by statute law when 
it comes to making their decisions, or can they exercise as much discretion in their 
interpretation as they like. This is an important issue in determining whether American legal 
realism undermines statute law because if the law is adjudication, and the judiciary can 
construe it to suit their personal opinions and biases then it may have the potential to undermine 
statute law. 

 
12 Karl N Llewellyn, The Common Law Tradition: Deciding Appeals. (Little Brown, 1960) 11. 
13 Oliver W Holmes, “The Path of the Law” (1897) 10(8) Harvard Law Review 457, 467. 
14 Jules L Coleman and Brian Leiter, “Determinacy, Objectivity, and Authority” (1993) 142(2) University of Pennsylvania 
Law Review 549, cited in Vito Breda, The Objectivity of Judicial Decisions: A Comparative Analysis of Nine Jurisdictions (P. 
Lang, Cop, 2017) 11. 
15 Gary Edmond and Kristy A Martire, “Just Cognition: Scientific Research on Bias and Some Implications for Legal 
Procedure and Decision‐Making” (2019) 82(4) The Modern Law Review 633. 
16 Beer (t/as G and L Beer Covercreting) v JM Kelly (Project Builders) Pty Ltd [2008] QCA 35, [2008] 2 Qd R 199, 2008 WL 
934411, [26]. 
17 PGA v R (2012) 287 ALR 599, 636[141], citing R v Newland [1954] 1 QB 158; [1953] 2 All ER 1067; (1953) 117 JP 573; 
[1953] 3 WLR 826; (1953) 37 Cr App Rep 154. 
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The issue with innate biases and judicial discretion is that it conflicts with the idea that the law 
should be uniform (doctrine of stare decisis). Statute law is generally construed to be broad 
and therefore relatively uniform in its authority. The issue is whether judicial biases would 
undermine statute law through flawed judicial discretion. While exercising fact-scepticism, the 
extent that they can extend this discretion is not broad enough to undermine the authority of 
statute law. The definition of authority being the “power to make binding decisions and issue 
obligatory commands”.18 Legislators have the power to make obligatory commands to the 
broader respective society.19 The judiciary on the other hand can only make decisions on cases 
presented in front of them and make decisions in retrospect. Furthermore, adjudication 
decisions only become binding on a very small proportion of society. Therefore, due to the 
large difference in scope of authority even if the judiciary does exercise fact-scepticism it is 
unlikely that it can extend as broadly as required, nor create the necessary obligatory 
commands to undermine statute law. 

Furthermore, Llewellyn mentions how the judiciary is still guided by their past decisions.20 
This culture of uniformity (stare decisis) makes it even more unlikely that enough separate 
judges within a single legal system would exercise their discretion against their biases in a 
manner which would undermine statute law. 

In Australia legislators are representatives of the society which they govern, thus through the 
same principles of human bias that American legal realists rely upon, legislators would also 
perform their duties in drafting statutes in accordance with their biases. It can be presumed that 
both the judiciary and legislators have relatively similar biases, since they come from a 
relatively similar societal upbringing.21 Therefore, it is even more farfetched to insinuate that 
judges would exercise their discretion in such a manner which would undermine statute law.22 

Based on the unreasonableness of fact-scepticism and the basis of large differences in scope of 
authority, in addition to the unlikelihood of the judiciary differing so extensively from their 
experience and partialities, it is relatively farfetched that fact-scepticism can undermine statute 
law. 

One area where the judiciary has been known to vary their approach to common law is when 
it relates to public opinion. Llewellyn talks about how it is the duty of the courts to “marry duty 
to justice”.23 Llewellyn talks about how the legislative and judicial authorities need to improve 
the law, while also considering the doctrine of stare decisis is an important factor.24 Llewellyn 
expresses in his Grand Style the importance of statute law and how it does provide a level of 

 
18 Robert J Jackson and Doreen Jackson, A Comparative Introduction to Political Science (Prentice Hall, 1997), See also 
Myron Weiner and Samuel P Huntington, Understanding Political Development: An Analytic Study (Little Brown and 
Company, 1987). 
19 Karl N. Llewellyn, The Bramble Bush: Some Lectures on Law and Its Study (Columbia University School of Law, 1930) 
76-77. 
20 Ibid 76. 
21 Judicial diversity would be another consideration. 
22 LJB Amorim, “Reasonable Interpretation: A Radical Legal Realist Critique” (2020) 33(4) International Journal for the 
Semiotics of Law 1043, citing Brian Leiter, “Legal Realism and Legal Positivism Reconsidered” (2001) 111(2) Ethics 278. 
23 Karl Llewellyn, The Common Law Tradition: Deciding Appeals. (Little Brown, 1960) 6. 
24 Ibid. 
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consistency for the judicial process, while the judiciary should also use purpose and reason 
with respect to social reason.25 This demonstrates how American legal realists respected statute 
law, but brought the interpretation and execution of the statutes.26 

V.  CONCLUSION 

The American legal realists have identified a number of important phenomenon when it comes 
to adjudication. In a far-fetched hypothetical scenario through the lens of ‘pure’ American 
Legal Realism, this phenomenon could possibly have the potential to undermine statute law. 
Although in the world we live in it far too unreasonable to construe that the authority of statute 
law in Australia would be undermined. Firstly, the argument by Llewellyn that the judiciary 
has more power than statute law is flawed. The only way that the judiciary is able to achieve 
the denial of statutes is through a statute. Secondly, the prejudice which American Legal 
Realists helpfully identified to exist within the judiciary is beneficial in that it reflect societal 
beliefs, or where it may be an issue, and is not likely to cause enough of disorder within the 
law to undermine the authority of statute law. In conclusion, American legal realism does not 
undermine statute law.  

Although the phenomenon identified by American legal realists do not undermine statute law, 
they are all very important factors to consider. When it comes to the constitution it is critical 
that we identify the intricacies and idiosyncrasies of how our legal system works. The law is 
supposed to be a just and fair system, having brought this flaw of innate human bias to the 
world’s attention will certainly be valuable to legal theory. 

I encourage and look forward to reading and hearing from you the vast and spectacular world 
of legal enthusiasts, how else may we make the world a better place through the laws which 
rule it? 

 

 

 

 

  

 
25 Karl Llewellyn, Jurisprudence: Realism in Theory and Practice (1962) 217. 
26 Brian Leiter, “Legal Realism and Legal Positivism Reconsidered” (2001). 
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WILL CLIMATE CHANGE BE A CATALYST FOR 
COLLABORATIVE CONTRACTING? 

ANTHONY SIMPSON 

I.    INTRODUCTION 

The science of climate change is not in doubt, and the debate on the likely impacts of climate 
change now appears settled. The Paris Agreement, adopted by 195 member States, aims to hold 
the increase in the global average temperature to less than 2°C above pre-industrial levels.1 The 
science is extensive and conclusive.2 Global warming linked to increased CO2 in the 
atmosphere has and continues to contribute to significant changes in our climate, with equally 
significant impacts on our everyday lives - how and where we live, how we conduct business, 
and how we build for the future. Our infrastructure and buildings are adapting to cope with 
these changes,3 often inadvertently, but conventional delivery models and policy are at risk of 
holding us back. 

This paper outlines some of the current and predicted risks to construction and engineering due 
to the impacts of climate change and asks the question whether climate change can be a catalyst 
for a more collaborative, government-industry approach to infrastructure and building 
development in Australia. 

II.   THE VERY REAL, AND CLOSE TO HOME 
 IMPACTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE 

Environmental changes attributed to climate change and projected to continue changing as 
global temperatures approach a 1.5°C increase above pre-industrial levels include a greater 
frequency of, and more extreme hot days and cold nights; longer and more severe droughts; 
and more frequent and heavier precipitation events (cyclones).4 Follow on effects already being 
experienced across Australia with increasing frequency and intensity include bushfires, 
flooding, electrical storms, coastal inundation, and changes to groundwater conditions. Abram 
et al identified 2019 as Australia’s hottest and driest year on record,5 with a direct link to a 

 
Submitted for assessment LAW3473 
1 Paris Agreement, opened for signature 22 April 2016, ATS 24, art 1(a) (entered into force 4 November 2016) ('Paris 
Agreement'). 
2 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Global Warming: 1.5°C. An IPCC Special Report on the impacts of global 
warming of 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels and related global greenhouse gas emission pathways, in the context of 
strengthening the global response to the threat of climate change, sustainable development, and efforts to eradicate poverty 
(Special Report, 2018) (‘IPCC Special Report’). 
3 Lola Vallejo and Michael Mullan, ‘Climate-resilient infrastructure: Getting the policies right’ (OECD Working Papers No 
121, OECD Publishing, 2017); Jonathan Nott, 'Washed away - people and buildings during tropical cyclones: are 
Queensland State and local government policies doing enough?' (2004) 21(3) Environmental and Planning Law Journal 
227. 
4 IPCC Special Report (n 2); see also: Nick Herold et al, 'Projected changes in the frequency of climate extremes over 
southeast Australia' (2021) 3(1) Environmental Research Communications; 'Climate change in Australia', CSIRO (Web 
Page, 24 December 2020) <https://www.csiro.au/en/research/environmental-impacts/climate-change/Climate-change-
information>. 
5 Nerilie Abram et al, 'Connections of climate change and variability to large and extreme forest fires in southeast Australia' 
(2021) 2(8) Communications Earth & Environment 2.  
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warming climate. This change, they state, directly influenced the ‘preconditioning of the 
landscape’ to be more susceptible to significant fire risk,6 as was clearly demonstrated in 
Australia’s Black Summer.7 They go on to explain how our warming climate, while in the long 
term shows declining precipitation rates, contributes to an increase in the frequency of extreme 
storm events. The Climate Council recognises an increasing trend of extreme storm events and 
more intense cyclones, more frequently occurring south of the tropics.8  

In Australia, these effects are estimated to amount to nearly $2.7 trillion in cumulative losses 
between now and 2050,9 with declining property values accounting for $611 billion alone, and 
approximately $17 billion to be spent on rebuilding critical infrastructure damaged by natural 
disasters.10 As obvious as the changes to our climate are, so should the impacts on our built 
environment and construction projects be for policymakers and businesses alike. 

III.    CLIMATE RELATED PROJECT RISKS 

Conditions within the natural environment impacting on construction have conventionally been 
considered as delivery risks from which contracting parties look to protect themselves in the 
event the risks transpire. This typically takes the form of contract liabilities, insurance, or 
designing and planning works to effectively mitigate such risks as may be foreseen. Fires, 
floods, and inclement weather are all standard inclusions on lists of manageable or insurable 
risks within conventional construction contracts, but what of the more extreme impacts of 
climate change? What of the increasing risks of cyclones, tidal inundation, drought and dust, 
water availability and waterway degradation, erosion, loss of habitat and ecologically 
significant vegetation? Are these risks matters for contractual consideration? And what too, of 
the risks of projects becoming ‘uninsurable’, either due to unacceptable inherent risk, or 
changes in policy and public sentiment?11 In all instances, these risks are not confined in their 
potential impact to a single party, and it raises the questions, ‘how should these risks be 
managed?’, and ‘who should bear the responsibility or liability?’ 

IV. WHO BEARS THE BURDEN OF CONSIDERING  
 THE IMPACTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE? 

Engineers Australia recognises that engineers have ‘an ethical responsibility for, and play a 
key role in… transformative change and… should include risk analysis and advice of the likely 
impacts of climate change in their work.’12 All levels of Government, similarly, take varying 

 
6 Ibid, 3. 
7 Joel Werner, 'The size of Australia's bushfire crisis captured in five big numbers', ABC News (Web Page, 5 March 2020) 
<https://www.abc.net.au/news/science/2020-03-05/bushfire-crisis-five-big-numbers/12007716>. 
8 Dr David Alexander Prof Will Steffen, Climate Council of Australia Ltd, Super-charged Storms in Australia: The 
Influence of Climate Change (Report, 2016).  
9 Tom Kompas, 'What are the full economic costs to Australia from climate change?', Melbourne Sustainable Society 
Institute (Webpage, 14 February 2020) <https://sustainable.unimelb.edu.au/news/what-are-the-full-economic-costs-to-
australia-from-climate-change>. 
10 Dr Karl Mallon Prof Will Steffen, Prof Tom Komas, Dr Annika Dean, Dr Martin Rice, Climate Council of Australia Ltd, 
Compound Costs: How climate change is damaging Australia's economy (Report, 2019). 
11Michael Slezak, 'Adani mine contractor says no insurer will cover its work on project, as providers flee due to risk', ABC 
News (Web Page, 14 May 2021) https://www.abc.net.au/news/2021-05-14/adani-mine-construction-contractor-says-lack-of-
insurance-risky/100138016> (‘Adani insurance risk’). 
12 Engineers Australia, Climate Change Policy (Policy Document, 2014). 
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policy positions on their responsibilities for considering the near and long-term impacts of 
climate change on our built environment, applied through direct and indirect action. As a 
signatory of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate (‘UNFCC’),13 the 
Commonwealth has a binding international prerogative to legislate with respect to climate 
change mitigation measures (despite having limited Constitutional power to legislate with 
respect to the environment), which it has attempted to do so with varying degrees of success.14 
State and Local Governments share a more precarious position with respect to their duty to 
consider the effects of climate change,15 and liability for inaction, or inappropriate action,16 but 
equally, have an imperative to serve the changing needs of communities, industry, and 
individuals. To that end, State and Local Governments have been more proactive in making 
positive steps to mitigate, manage, and adapt to a changing environment, with a risk-based 
approach to planning, development, and investment in sustainability and renewables.17 In a 
practical sense, Government have to an extent supported action, by implementing 
Environmentally Sustainable Design (‘ESD’) principles and mandating or incentivising 
compliance with these principles with project/asset performance indicators.18  

Given its international and domestic commitments to environmentally sustainable 
development,19 Government should rightly shoulder the burden for developing policies 
empowering individuals and businesses to act, similarly businesses should consider a duty to 
act for a multitude of reasons. The potential for direct, and indirect financial loss globally will 
be significant, estimated to be in the order of 0.5 - 1.0% of global GDP.20 Risk to business 
reputation will also be of high importance, acting as a barrier to engagement with industry 
partners,21 financers,22 and employees.23 Bubna-Litic considered the requirements of 

 
13 United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, opened for signature 20 June 1992, 1771 UNTS 107 (entered 
into force 21 March 1994) (‘UNFCCC’). 
14 See for example: Climate Change (National Framework for Adaptation and Mitigation) Bill 2020 (Cth); National 
Greenhouse and Energy Reporting Act 2007 (Cth); and Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 
(Cth). 
15 Gray v Minister for Planning [2006] NSWLEC 720. 
16 Baker & McKenzie, Local Council Risk of Liability in the Face of Climate Change – Resolving Uncertainties: A Report 
for the Australian Local Government Association (Report, 22 July 2011); see also: Phillippa England, 'Heating up: Climate 
change law and the evolving responsibilities of local government' (2008) 13(3) Local Government Law Journal 209; Jan 
McDonald, 'A risky climate for decision-making: The liability of development authorities for climate change impacts' (2007) 
24(6) Environmental and Planning Law Journal 405. 
17 Petra Stock et al, Climate Council of Australia Ltd, Local Leadership: Tracking Local Government Progress on Climate 
Change (Report, 2017). 
18 ISCA, 'IS Ratings', ISCA (Web Page) <https://www.isca.org.au/Get-Involved/IS-Ratings>; Green Building Council of 
Australia, 'Rating System', Green Building Council Australia (Web Page) <https://new.gbca.org.au/rate/rating-system/>. 
19 As a party to the Paris Agreement, Kyoto Protocol, and the UNFCC, the Australian Government has enshrined its 
commitment to action on climate change. 
20 Nicholas Stern, The Stern Review, The Economics of Climate Change (Report Volume 2, 2007) in: Tim Rankin, 'Rising 
standards: Climate change and professional liability in the construction industry' (2016) 33(2) Environmental and Planning 
Law Journal 142; Nicolette Bartlett and Tom Coleman, CDP North America Inc, CDP Climate Change Report 2018 (4 June 
2019). 
21 Adani insurance risk (n 11); see also: Tweed Shire Council, Minutes: Ordinary Council Meeting Thursday 19 April 2018 
(Council Meeting Minutes, April 2018) 9-10; Aisling Brennan, 'Tweed says no to Adani', The Daily Telegraph (Web Page, 
20 April 2018) <https://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/nsw/tweed-heads/tweed-says-no-to-adani/news-
story/2636ebc77d186d708a3729ea2a17c849>. 
22 Nancy Saich, 'Assessing climate risk as a path to resilience', European Investment Bank (Web Page, 30 October 2020) 
<https://www.eib.org/en/stories/climate-change-financial-risk#>. 
23 Michael Slezak, 'Adani engineering contractor GHD pushed into 'crisis mode', say some staff, after protests over 
Carmichael coal mine involvement', ABC News (Web Page, 24 October 2019) <https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-10-
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corporations to consider their Corporate Social Responsibilities (‘CSR’), with respect to 
compliance with environmental law, recognising that corporations have a primary objective to 
provide financial benefits to, and protect the financial interests of shareholders, but also a social 
obligation to contribute to advancing public welfare ‘even where there is no discernible benefit 
to the company in doing so’. 24 The risk of professional liability (particularly, in negligence) to 
both businesses and individuals should also weigh heavily on those intent on avoiding, or 
ignorant of, the likely impacts of climate change on the built environment.25 All parties are 
affected to a degree and bear responsibility for considering climate change impacts. While 
these risks are all-encompassing and extend to matters well beyond the sometimes narrow 
focus of construction, they remain relevant in the context of discrete construction projects. 

V.   BEST PRACTICE RISK MANAGEMENT IN 
 CONTRACTING 

Having recognised the imperative to do so, fundamental to managing risk generally, is the 
identification of those risks or obligations to which project participants may be exposed, 
determining the extent to which each party may be impacted, and the ability of each party to 
mitigate or manage each risk efficaciously. Mead explains the importance of differentiation 
between risks that are within the parties’ control and those that are not, applying the 
Abrahamson Principles as the tenet underpinning proper project risk apportionment.26 He 
summarises these principles and suggests that a party should bear the risk where: 

§ the risk is within the party’s control; 

§ the party can transfer the risk, e.g. through insurance, and it is most 
economically beneficial to deal with the risk in this fashion; 

§ the preponderant economic benefit of controlling the risk lies with the party in 
question; 

§ to place the risk upon the party in question is in the interests of efficiency, 
including planning, incentive and innovation efficiency; and 

§ if the risk eventuates, the loss falls on that party in the first instance and it is 
not practicable, or there is no reason under the above principles, to cause 
expense and uncertainty by attempting to transfer the loss to another.27 

 
24/adani-contractor-goes-into-crisis-mode-after-protestor-pressure/11627612>; James Fernyhough, 'Climate change activists 
target GHD over Adani link', Financial Review (Web Page, 15 July 2019) <https://www.afr.com/companies/energy/climate-
change-activists-target-ghd-over-adani-link-20190712-p526qk>. 
24 Karen Bubna-Litic, 'Climate change and corporate social responsibility: The intersection of corporate and environmental 
law' (2007) 24(4) Environmental and Planning Law Journal 253, 260. 
25 Rankin (n 20); The purported failure of Government and professionals to consider changing environmental conditions is 
well documented, with examples becoming more frequent: Kristy Sexton-McGrath, 'Road rage: Flood damage closes Cape 
York's sealed highway, and MP Warren Entsch is fuming', ABC News (Web Page, 7 February 2021) 
<https://www.abc.net.au/news/2021-02-07/cape-york-peninsula-development-road-closed-by-flood-damage/13129230>. 
26 Patrick Mead, 'Current trends in risk allocation in construction projects and their implications for industry stakeholders' 
(2006) 22(6) Building and Construction Law Journal 407, 407-408.  
27 Ibid. 
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In Australia, while several attempts have been made over the span of years to achieve the 
careful balance between obtaining value for money and dispute free project delivery,28 stories 
abound of contractor collapses, expensive and politically contentious settlements, and 
protracted arbitrations. Various forms of procurement and contracting models are currently 
employed across Australia, attempting to satisfy myriad elements of commercial, industrial 
relations, design, and construction risk, but in nearly all cases (excluding the usual excepted 
risks of insolvency, industrial action, and natural disasters), these focus on risks of immediate 
concern, even to the extent that the risk of impacts of extreme weather events is viewed only 
in context of historical climate data, rather than projections of observable trends. Responsibility 
for consideration of the impacts of climate changes generally appears to remain with 
Government as the owner of policies aimed at climate change mitigation and adaptation, 
implemented through ratings and compliance schemes, and ESD principles. Indeed, trends 
have shown that, in the absence of any specific identification of climate change risk, that more 
risk is being passed through to contractors with limited consideration of the Abrahamson 
Principles of appropriate risk apportionment.29 

VI. COLLABORATIVE CONTRACTING AND  
 CONSIDERATION OF CLIMATE CHANGE RISKS 

The experiences to date with collaboration in construction have rarely satisfied any project 
budgetary aspirations, but generally deliver successfully on ‘value for money’ objectives.30 As 
far back as 2012, the benefits of collaborative contracting principles had been established and 
quantitatively measured, with ‘best practice’ outcomes identified across a range of projects 
wherein appropriate risk management featured prominently.31 The proliferation, then decline 
of ‘Alliancing’ in Australia in the 1990s and 2000s resulted in up to A$32b of infrastructure in 
FY2008-09.32 The collaboration trend has matured to favour more early-interactive 
engagement models such as Early Contractor Involvement (‘ECI’), aimed at developing 
mutually beneficial, practical solutions in project delivery.33 In principle, Government has 
recognised the need to more properly apportion risks in line with the Abrahamson Principles, 
and has taken positive steps to encouraging participation from the private sector. The NSW 
Government in 2018 as an example, enacted a ten-point plan to engage with industry by sharing 
risk to stimulate innovation, increase competition through participation, and streamline 
delivery (through procurement and avoiding disputes).34 

 
28 With limited success: John Sharkey AM, 'The resolution of construction law disputes in the 21st century: A view from the 
other side of the bar table' (2015) 31(6) Building and Construction Law Journal 351, 354. 
29 Ashurst, Scope for Improvement 2014: Project pressure points - where industry stands (Report, 2014) 52. 
30 Peter Wood and Colin Duffield, Department of Treasury and Finance (Victoria), In Pursuit of Additional Value: A 
benchmarking study into alliancing in the Australian Public Sector (Report, 13 November 2009) (‘Victorian Alliance 
Benchmark Study’); Owen Hayford, DLA Piper, Collaborative contracting and procurement (Report, 12 October 2020). 
31 Department of Infrastructure and Transport, Commonwealth of Australia, Infrastructure Planning and Deliver: Best 
Practice Case Studies Volume 2 (2012). 
32 Victorian Alliance Benchmark Study (n 28) 7. 
33 Hugh Pegler David Pearce, 'Queensland Construction Law - Year in Review 2020', MinterEllison (Web Page, 26 October 
2020) <https://www.minterellison.com/articles/queensland-construction-law-year-in-review-2020>. 
34 NSW Government, NSW Government Action Plan: A ten point commitment to the construction sector (Policy Document, 
2018). 
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These are general sentiments that provide some guidance as to how discrete project risks are 
intended to be managed, but in practice, still fail to properly address the specific risks of climate 
change impacts felt at the project level. Considerations for more frequent, extreme weather 
events (storms, drought, dust, water availability etc.) are, based on the Author’s current 
observations, being neglected, or altogether ignored.35 Despite the science of climate change 
being settled, observable trends show only that weather events are becoming more extreme 
while at the same time more unpredictable. In that case, these are risks generally beyond any 
contracting party’s control, attracting a higher cost to insure against, and affecting all parties 
equally. Apportionment of risk of this nature according to the Abrahamson Principles is 
somewhat intangible, leaving parties to deal with purely hypothetical propositions - the 
metaphysical ‘how long is a piece of string’ question. Arguments over the likelihood, 
frequency, and intensity of climate related events are bound to result in vague shrugs and either 
overly conservative or bullish approaches to risk mitigation likely to adversely affect the party 
deviating furthest from the status quo. In the absence of a definitive knowledge of a future state 
it would seem reasonable that contracting parties are steered in the direction of collaborative 
acceptance of climate change risks. 

VII. UNINTENTIONAL COLLABORATIVE  
 CONTRACTING IN THE LONG-TERM 

Given the commercial focus of construction, it is unclear if policy makers are able to effect any 
real change or influence the decisions of contracting entities with respect to considerations of 
the future impact of their actions. There would on the face of things, appear to be a nexus of 
change that all participants are being driven towards, but from various external sources, rather 
than from any altruistic desire to work together to achieve a common goal. The risks to 
Government, corporations, communities, and individuals of climate change are significant, and 
brought into stark focus within the confines of a construction contract. The Governmental duty 
to consider the impacts of climate change is politically sensitive; the commercial and ethical 
obligations to sustaining business are equally critical. Climate change may well prove the 
catalyst for more collaborative acceptance of the likely impacts of climate change on 
construction in Australia, however it seems unlikely that this will arise in the near-term through 
any deliberate conciliation and agreement between the public and private sectors. 

 

  

 
35 The Author refers to various infrastructure projects currently being, or recently procured by State Government 
departments under amended Standard Form Contracts (NSW GC21, QLD DTMR TIC-CO), which make no provision for 
‘wet weather’ events exceeding historical norms, nor any provision for ‘inclement’ weather other than rainfall events, e.g., 
dust storms or drought leading to constraints on water supplies; see also Sexton-McGrath (n 25). 
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THE FIGHT AGAINST BOXING 
HAYLEY COHEN 

I.   INTRODUCTION 

Boxing is a popular and legal sport in many parts of the world including Australia. Nonetheless, 
there has been an increasing voice of discontent in the community in relation to the legality of 
boxing, especially from the medical profession. The debate on whether boxing should be 
banned or not, demonstrates how liberalist democratic societies are abundant with competing 
interests and pluralistic ideas.  

II.   REGULATION VERSUS PATERNALISM  

The very nature of boxing- to injure and subdue the other participant by striking blows to the 
head and body- seems to elude the purview of criminal1 and tort law.2 However, in reality, the 
demarcation line between lawful and unlawful activity when it comes to contact sports is 
nebulous and ill-defined.  

When fighting is a “mere exhibition of skill”,3 an “amicable contest”4 and free from serious 
injury (which would otherwise be considered as grievous bodily harm),5  it is deemed licit under 
legal doctrine and public policy. This is evident in Pallante v Stadiums Pty Ltd6 (‘Pallante’). 
In this case, the plaintiff sued Stadiums Pty Ltd for a serious eye injury he received after 
participating in a consensual boxing match. Justice McInerney stated: “[Boxing is] … an 
exercise in boxing skill and should not be seen as a criminal act.”7 In Pallante, the legal 
principal embodied in the maxim, ‘volenti non fit injuria,’ was applied. Participants of contact 
sports in Australia ‘assume the risk’8 of being harmed. In boxing, ‘volenti’ may provide a 
complete defence to an action taken by a person injured in the boxing ring.9 Concepts such as 
‘volenti’ stem from the liberal idea that reasonable, autonomous individuals have the right to 
make choices and must bear the responsibility for making them.10  

Each jurisdiction in Australia has its own laws that regulate boxing, (except for Queensland 
and the Northern Territory).11 These legislative provisions are mostly concerned with the 
administration of events, rather than outlining explicitly, the legality of boxing. The idea that 

 
1 For example, Crimes Act 1900 (NSW) s33, s54, s59, s61. 
2 For example, Civil Liability Act 2002 (NSW) s5B, s51. 
3 R v Orton (1878) 14 Cox CC 226, 227. 
4 R v Canniff (1840) 9 Car. & P. 359, 150-61.  
5 R v Coney (1889) 8 QBD 534, 536.  
6 (No 1) [1976] VR 331. 
7 Ibid 332. 
8 Civil Liability Act 2002 (NSW) s5F-I. 
9 Marel Katsivela, ‘The Volenti Defence Under Australian and Canadian Law: A Comparative View’ 8(2) JLC 322-342, 
322. 
10 John Start Mill, Utilitarianism (Batoche Books, 2001) 55. 
11 Boxing and Martial Arts Act 2000 (SA); Boxing and Wrestling Control Act 1986 (NSW); Boxing Control Act 1993 (ACT); 
Combat Sports Act 2008 (NSW); Combat Sports Act 1987 (WA); Professional Boxing and Combat Sports Act 1985 (Vic); 
Police Offences Act 1935 (Tas) s49B(1).  
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boxing ought to be regulated began with the adoption of the Marquess of Queensberry Rules 
1867 (‘Queensberry Rules’). These rules afforded safety measures such as the use of gloves 
and three-minute rounds. The Queensberry Rules are rooted in 19th century Victorian ideals, 
tempering progressive liberalism whilst maintaining traditional martial values that gave rise to 
the British empire. They began the separation of professional boxing from criminal activities 
such as bare-knuckle and prize fighting. Even though harm is apparent during a boxing match, 
this harm is mitigated by having rules that forbid illegal blows.12 

Before the Enlightenment, legal systems in the West were based on the theory of natural law, 
viz. law and morality were connected. Aristotelian Ethics13 and the theological teachings of 
Saint Thomas Aquinas14 were based on the general assertion that individuals must strive to be 
of righteous character; to shun evil and to act in the greater good.15 Today, medical 
professionals still hold onto these ideals with their Hippocratic oath enshrined in deontological 
virtue.16  

Some medical professionals believe that individual autonomy ought to be curbed so that people 
are protected from making self-harming choices. The World Medical Association and 
Australian Medical Association have published polemic statements against boxing in order to 
cast light on the fact that boxing leads to permanent brain injury and death.17 Medical research 
shows that despite the employment of safety measures, damage to the brain still occurs.18 A 
major concern for the association is the proliferation and growing popularity of the martial 
sport.19  

Boxing’s popularity also forms a counter argument against paternalists such as the medical 
profession. Say boxing was banned, what would prevent the sport from becoming an 
underground activity? What is less risky, two people boxing in a ring with gloves or an 
unbridled brawl on the street? While the facts presented by the associations are undeniable, as 
long as the majority thinks a certain way, society will have blood and spit on its floor. 

III.   LIBERALISM VERSUS MORALISM 

Liberalism advocates that government powers be curtailed so that individual freedom and 
autonomy can prosper. Liberalists such as Thomas Hobbes and Robert Nozick espouse the 

 
12 R v Roberts (1971) 56 Cr App R 95.  
13 Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics (Batoche Books, 1999). 
14 Aquinas, Thomas, The Summa Theologica, tr Fathers of the English Dominican Province (Burns, Oates & Washbourne 
Ltd, 1920). 
15 William Starr, ‘Law and Morality of H.L.A Hart’s Legal Philosophy’ (1984) 67(4) Marquette Law Review 673-689. 
16 Gilbert Berdine, ‘The Hippocratic Oath and Principles of Medical Ethics’ (2015) 3(9) The Southwest Respiratory and 
Critical Care Chronicles 28-32.  
17 Australian Medical Association, ‘AMA Calls for Ban on Combat Sport for People Under the Age of 18’ (media release, 4 
September 2015); Australian Medical Association, ‘Combat Sports’ (position statement, 22 November 2015) 5; World 
Medical Association, ‘WMA Statement in Boxing’ (position statement, 12 November 2018) 1. 
18 RG Beran and JR Beran, ‘The Law(s) of the Rings: Boxing and the Law’ (2009) 16 JLM 684-695,687; World Medical 
Association, ‘WMA Statement in Boxing’ (position statement, 12 November 2018) 3.  
19 Australian Medical Association, ‘AMA Calls for Ban on Combat Sport for People Under the Age of 18’ (media release, 4 
September 2015). 
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right to pursue one’s destiny through self-actualisation in a free labour market.20 Liberalists 
maintain that boxing allows for individual freedom, economic freedom and personal 
development.  

Supporters of boxing argue the utility inherent in the sport. Professional boxers are endowed 
with teleological rights to participate in sports that bring about social benefits, such as revenue 
and jobs, thus contributing to a utilitarian end. This idea of utility has been heavily criticised 
by Immanuel Kant who believes that people are more than just instruments of social policy. 
He claims that individuals must participate in morally correct behaviour irrespective of its 
outcome. 21 Further, the principle of utility can be used on both sides of the boxing debate. 
While boxing can produce social benefits, it is arguably noxious to the wellbeing of society for 
it glorifies violence.  

At the core of liberalism is the ‘harm principle’. Liberalists assert that individuals are at liberty 
to decide what is good for them. The only justification for government intervention is when 
individuals partake in activities that cause harm to others. As John Stuart Mill in On Liberty 
(1859) stated: “[T]he only purpose for which power can be rightfully exercised over any 
member of a civilised community, against his will, is to prevent harm to others. His own good, 
either physically or moral, is not a sufficient warrant.”22 

This argument of liberalism negates itself. Since boxing is the cause of brain injury and death, 
government intervention to curtail the sport is justified.23 Additionally, harm is an amorphous 
and extensive term. Not only is harm considered to be a direct injury, it can have indirect, 
remote and prospective effects. This expanded notion of harm poses a great challenge for 
liberalists. For instance, while boxing is an activity between two consenting individuals, those 
that counter the sport argue that it encourages interpersonal violence in society.24  

Legal moralists seek to criminalise boxing since the very nature of the sport- the rewarding of 
intentional violence- is injurious to society as a whole. Legal moralism has shaped the common 
law, including:  

a. In R v Brown,25 a group of men were charged with assault after participating in 
consensual sadomasochistic acts. The legal issue was whether these individuals had the 
right to be harmed consensually. The majority from the House of Lords decided that 
they did not.26 The decision in Brown has been seen as promoting "…moralism at the 
expense of individual autonomy…”27  It is also an incident in which the government has 

 
20Marett Leiboff and Mark Thomas, ‘What then is Liberalism’ in Legal Theories: Contexts and Practices (LawBook 
Company, 2nd ed, 2014) 250-264, 252.  
21 Immanuel Kant, The Metaphysics of Ethics, tr J. W. Semple (T. & T. Clark, 1871).  
22 John Stuart Mill, On Liberty (Penguin, 1987) 13. 
23 Adele Anthony, ‘The Law and Boxing: A Paradox’ (2015) 3(1) Griffith Journal of Law and Human Dignity 86-102, 93. 
24 Australian Medical Association, ‘AMA Calls for Ban on Combat Sport for People Under the Age of 18’ (media release, 4 
September 2015). 
25 [1993] 2 WLR 556. 
26 Ibid. 
27 Ibid.  
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encroached upon the private sphere. The decision shows the old adages, “king’s writ 
does not seek to run”28 and “a man’s home is his castle,”29 are obsolete.  

b. R v Coney30 is a case about a consensual bare-knuckle fight. The court held that man 
must compromise his civil rights in order to protect the interest of the public. They held 
that the violent nature of fights serves to disturb the peace of society.31 In other words, 
illegal acts based on public policy cannot be changed into something legal just because 
consent was granted.32 

c. In Attorney General's Reference,33 two young men who met in a public street decided 
to settle an altercation with a fight. The court held that, “although the presence of consent 
absolves the accused of liability on a charge of common assault... it is not in the public 
interest that people should try to cause, or should cause, each other actual bodily harm 
for no good reason…. it is immaterial whether the act occurs in private or in public; it is 
an assault if actual bodily harm is intended and/or caused. This means that most fights 
will be unlawful regardless of consent.”34 The same reasoning was applied to R v 
Donovan35 in that if someone was violently bashed, consent was inconsequential.36 

The above cases are in stark contrast to the words of John Stuart Mill in Utilitarianism (1863): 
“It is not unjust which is done with the consent of the person who is supposed to be hurt by 
it.”37 The argument against legal moralism is that it subverts tolerance in society. It undermines 
people’s ability to think independently, speak and act in ways that others disapprove of. How 
dissimilar is this to the iron shackles of fascism? As John Stuart Mill in On Liberty (1859) 
states: “If all mankind minus one were of one opinion, and only one person was on the contrary 
opinion, mankind would be no more justified in silencing that one person, than he, if he had 
the power, would be justified in silencing mankind.”38  

IV. CULTURE VERSUS CIVILISATION  

Boxing is a martial art that is deeply ingrained in many cultures. Its historic origins reach back 
to ancient Egypt, Greece and Mesopotamia. Boxing has links to conceptions about masculinity 
and military preparedness.39 A demonstration of martial prowess is associated with sexual 
attractiveness, virility, survival and freedom. This demonstrates how there is a biological 
imperative, an animal instinct to participate in gladiatorial like sports such as boxing.  

 
28 Balfour v Balfour [1919] 2 KB 571, 579 (Atkin J).  
29 Sir Edward Coke, Third Institute of the Laws of England (1644) 162.  
30 R v Coney (1882) 8 QBD 534. 
31 Ibid 567.  
32 Adele Anthony, ‘The Law and Boxing: A Paradox’ (2015) 3(1) Griffith Journal of Law and Human Dignity 86-102, 91. 
33 (No. 6 of 1980) [1981] QB 715. 
34 Ibid 719. 
35 [1934] 14 Cox CC 226. 
36 R v Donovan [1934] 14 Cox CC 226. 
37 John Start Mill, Utilitarianism (Batoche Books, 2001) 55. 
38 John Stuart Mill, On Liberty (Penguin, 1987) 18. 
39 Sir Michael Foster, A Report of Some Proceedings on the Commission for the Trial of Rebels in the Year 1746, in the Country 
of Surry; And pf Other Crown Cases: to which are Added Discourses Upon a Few Branches of the Crown Law (3rd ed, 1792) 
256-60.  
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The debate on boxing is analogous with the Pythagorean stance on vegetarianism: “As long as 
Man continues to be the ruthless destroyer of lower living beings, he will never know health 
or peace. For as long as men massacre animals, they will kill each other.”40 While it may be 
true that boxing causes harm with its barbaric display of violence, civilisation is inchoate and 
not yet ready for change.  

Presently, it is a minority that urge for boxing to be banned. It remains a popular sport that 
attracts large crowds and supporters. For countries that have a liberalist democratic system, the 
sport will remain lawful for some time yet. As Lord Mustill says in Brown, boxing is legal 
since “society chooses to tolerate it.”41  

V.   CONCLUSION 

The tension in the boxing debate is between society’s cultural reinforcement and natural 
propensity towards violence, and the need to protect individuals from harm by becoming a 
civilisation that does not require violence as one of its virtues. The tension is between martial, 
cultural and historical forces in the shadow of philosophical, political and religious ideas. The 
law is flexible enough for change. What has been decided in the courts so far can easily be 
extended so that boxing is banned. In a liberalist and democratic society, the only obstacle is 
the will of the people. 

  

 
40 Jon Wynne-Tyson, The Extended Circle: A Dictionary of Humane Thought (1985) 260.  
41 R v Brown [1994] 1 AC 212, 248.  
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TRADITIONALISM, SECLUSION, AND 
INTERNATIONALISM: FOREIGN POLICY 

PHILOSOPHY AND MINORITY GOVERNMENTS 
TIMOTHY RANDALL 

I.   INTRODUCTION  

Traditionalism, Seclusion, and Internationalism are philosophical schools of thought that have 
played an important role in the formation of Australian foreign policy since federation. 
Australia recently had a rapid succession of Prime Ministers. There were seven times 
Australian leadership changed within eleven years between 2007 to 2018. This is an average 
of a new Prime Minster every year and a half. The result was domestic political instability 
where minority governments had been in control several times throughout this period. This has 
given independents and minor party leaders a more pivotal role in Australian politics as they 
find themselves with the crucial votes of confidence and supply. These changes have an impact 
on foreign policy with some suggesting the three classical approaches are no longer relevant. 
Despite these domestic political issues, the philosophical approaches of Traditionalism, 
Seclusion and Internationalism are still being used to shape Australian foreign policy.  

This paper is broken into two parts. First, a brief overview of the foreign policy philosophies 
is given. The paper will then shift focus to the domestic political instability Australia went 
through between 2007-2018. It will assess whether the major and significant minor parties still 
use these philosophies in forming their foreign policy approach.   

II.   TRADITIONALISM  

The Traditionalist school of thought has two main attributes. Traditionalisms first attribute is 
its close links to the oldest ways of thinking about international relations in Australia.1 
Historically, Australia has held close links to the world’s leading military superpowers. This 
was first the United Kingdom and then later the United States. As a result from the first attribute 
of Traditionalism, its second attribute is the necessary retention of the close relationships 
Australia has with these allies. This retention is necessary as Traditionalists hold that the world 
is anarchic and dangerous.2 

An isolationist foreign policy would be considered detrimental to Australia for Traditionalists. 
The reason for this is because Australia would be unable to protect itself from a larger enemy. 
This stems from the classical realist theory that international relations is a realm of power and 
interests absent the unified international government which can enforce rules and regulations.3 
Although there are similarities between the realist theory and the Traditionalist theory, these 

 
Submitted for assessment INR 3000 
1 M Wesley & T Warren, ‘Wild Colonial ploys?: Currents of thought in Australian foreign policy’ (2000) 35(1) Australian 
Journal of Political Science 9, 13. 
2 Ibid. 
3 J Donnelly, Realism and International Relations (Cambridge University Press, 2000) 9. 
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theories are not identical in Australia. An example of the differences in theories is that 
Traditionalism holds a close relationship with the United States and the United Kingdom to be 
an imperative whilst realism allows for the close relationship with any state actor.4  

Traditionalist foreign policy decisions would keep Australian relations with the United States 
as close as possible even at the expense of Australia’s relationships with China. This is 
especially an issue as Sino-American relations are at a significant low due to the trade war, the 
status of Hong Kong, the status of Taiwan, the status of the Uyghur people, and most recently 
who is to take the guilt of the global COVID-19 pandemic. The Sino-American relations are 
concerning for Australia economy wherein the majority of exports go to China.    

III.   SECLUSION  

The Seclusion school of thought proposes an isolationist approach to foreign policy. 
Isolationism with the United States and with Europe is viewed as a positive achievement as it 
allows for independent Australian action.5 Requiring close military ties with foreign states is 
deemed unneeded due to Australia’s unique geographical location, features and current 
international relations. Further, military ties with the United States and Europe may hinder 
Australian development with its regional neighbours. An example of this can be seen by 
China’s negative comments in relation to US marines being stationed in Darwin.6 Instead of 
focusing upon the military power aspect, the Seclusion school of thought’s main concern is 
material wealth. Specifically, Australian markets and exports regarding natural resources and 
minerals.   

Close ties with the United States may be undesirable as in terms of trade, investment and 
economic status Australia’s closest ally is China.7 Further, Taiwan and Hong Kong also feature 
in the top ten destinations for Australian exports. However, any policy of Australia distancing 
itself from the United States or the United Kingdom must have significant economic 
considerations as both countries are in the top ten export countries.8 This is compounded by 
pro-American countries featuring in this list. The issue Seclusion faces here is one of the 
significant criticisms of the approach. 

Unlike the two priorities held by traditionalism’s foreign policy, Seclusion priorities were 
independence, introspection, racial purity, economic autarky and appropriate migrant flows.9 
While certain aspects of these objectives have been eased, the underlying themes have 
remained the same. Seclusion makes a stronger appearance in foreign policy when events or 
requirements in the international system appear to impose unequal, impractical or overly 
burdensome obligations upon Australia. The global COVID-19 pandemic has caused interest 

 
4 H Morgenthau, Politics Among Nations: The Struggle for Power and Peace (McGraw-Hill New York, 6th ed, 1985) 11. 
5 M Wesley & T Warren (n 1) 16. 
6 W McLean, ‘Neoclassical realism and Australian foreign policy: understanding how security elites frame domestic 
discourses’ (2016) 28(1) Global Change, Peace & Security 1, 7. 
7 Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Fact Sheet: Australia (Fact Sheet, 2019). 
8 Ibid. 
9 M Wesley & T Warren (n 1) 16. 
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in core seclusion approaches to be revisited as international travel has been significantly 
restricted as well as economic autarky. 

IV. INTERNATIONALISM  

The Internationalist school of thought argues that the international system and foreign policy 
can and should be used for mutual gain and benefit. Foreign investment, external markets, and 
deepening multiracial connections are some of the examples Internationalism views as benefits 
of using the international system for mutual gain and benefit.10 This is because whilst the 
international system is anarchic, it is not chaotic.11 The international system has been used for 
Australia’s benefit despite its anarchic nature.12 Internationalism finds foreign policy and 
international relations should seek to get absolute gain for all rather than a zero-sum game.  

Australia has been by using the international system and foreign policy goals to be a “middle-
power” which acts as a non-threatening balancer between the superpowers. This approach has 
been used for Australia’s own benefit.13 Australia’s most recent Foreign Policy White Paper 
demonstrates the approach of Internationalism by aiming to be a soft balancing power between 
the United States and China.14  

Internationalism is directly opposed to the Traditional school as it seeks to build better relations 
with the international community as a whole instead of the United States and the United 
Kingdom. It also uses international institutions such as the United Nations, the International 
Court of Justice and other international instruments to resolve disagreements or boost trade. 
Australia has had success using the international instruments to resolve conflicts and increase 
better foreign relations instead of attempting to ignore the issue, initiate economic restrictions 
or causing an international incident. An example of this success can be seen in the Whaling in 
the Antarctic (Australia v Japan: New Zealand intervening)15 case Australia brought to the 
International Court of Justice. However, reliance on international trade can cause weaknesses 
which can be an issue during global crises such as the COVID-19 pandemic.    

V.   DOMESTIC POLITICAL INSTABILITY  

Australia’s political domestic instability has primarily been caused by one factor. This factor 
is the Labor and coalition political parties themselves. The instability does not make 
Traditionalism, Seclusion and Internationalism inappropriate schools of thought in Australian 
foreign policy.  

Central to Australian domestic political instability is not the citizens voting but the leading 
political parties. Between June 2010 through to the 2013 Federal elections, four challenges of 

 
10 M Wesley & T Warren (n 1) 17-18. 
11 H Bull, The Anarchical Society (London Macmillian, 1977). 
12 C Ungerer, ‘The “middle-power” concept in Australian foreign policy’ (2007) 53(4) The Australian Journal of Politics 
and History 538. 
13 Ibid. 
14 D McDougall, ‘Australia’s 2017 Foreign Policy White Paper: Deconstruction and critique’ 107(3) The Round Table 279, 
281.  
15 Whaling in the Antarctic (Australia v Japan: New Zealand intervening) (Judgement) [2014] ICJ Reports 2014, 226. 
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Labor leadership occurred whilst the Labor party was in power. These challenges were made 
mainly due to poor polls regarding the Labor party’s Prime Minister at each time.16 The 
conservative coalition proved to be only slightly better in holding stable leadership. However, 
four challengers against the coalition leader were made between the 2013 Federal Election and 
the 2019 Federal Election with two of them successfully creating a new Prime Minister.   

Australia’s domestic political instability is unlikely to cease following the 2019 Federal 
Election. This is because Labor was predicted to win the 2019 election, but the Prime Minister 
Scott Morrison was the preferred Prime Minister when compared to the then current Opposition 
Leader Bill Shorten by a significant margin.17 If the Labor party follows previous decisions, 
Bill Shorten would have likely been replaced as the Labor leader after the election. Following 
the Labor party’s defeat at the 2019 election, Bill Shorten was replaced with Anthony 
Albanese. Curiously at the time of writing this paper, the Labor party find themselves in a 
similar position as the 2019 election. Labor is currently the preferred party to be in power whilst 
Prime Minister Scott Morrison is significantly the preferred leader over Opposition Leader 
Anthony Albanese. Labor is then risking a repeat of 2019. Both major parties are risking the 
minor parties having the power they had during the minority government periods.  

Despite the political instability caused by leadership challenges, Australia has held a 
continuous foreign policy pattern throughout the period.18 The 2017 Foreign Policy White 
Paper largely created by the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade shares many features of 
an Internationalist approach to foreign policy with Australia as a “soft” or “middle” power.19 
This approach should be expected to be maintained so long as either Labor or the conservative 
coalition maintain current trends and either one of them form majority governments. Therefore, 
the Traditionalist, Seclusion and Internationalist philosophies for foreign policy are still 
appropriate currents of thought as the domestic instability. This is because the instability has 
been caused mainly by each parties’ reaction to domestic polls and not because of foreign 
policy matters.  

VI. MINORITY GOVERNMENTS  

In recent years, both the Labor party and the conservative coalition have formed a minority 
government. The Labor party formed a coalition with the Greens and three independents in the 
2013 Federal Election. In 2018, the conservative coalition formed a minority government after 
the Morrison Government was formed due to representatives resigning or moving to the cross 
bench. The Morrison Government did not regain the majority rule until the 2019 election. 
These minority governments have still displayed elements of Traditionalism, Seclusion and 
Internationalism.  

 
16 A Bloomfield, ‘Explaining the turmoil at the top of Australian politics and the implications for India’ (2016) 72(3) 290, 
292-293. 
17 NewsPoll, NewsPoll 2019 Federal Election (Web Page, 7 May 2019) 
<https://www.theaustralian.com.au/nation/newspoll>.  
18 Bloomfield (n 16) 294. 
19 McDougall (n 14) 282. 
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The Morrison Government minority position did not had a major effect upon foreign policy. 
This is principally because the individuals that left the coalition to join the cross-bench 
continued to give their confidence and supply to the Morrison Government to avoid sending 
voters into an early election.20 The 2017 Foreign Policy White Paper therefore remained 
largely unaffected by the change from a majority government to a minority government. This 
approach has continued even with the COVID-19 responses.  

The more left leaning Labor party is unlikely to form a permanent coalition with the further 
left leaning Greens party. This is most likely because the Labor party suffered significantly 
electorally due to the minority Gillard Government which required a coalition with the Greens. 
The conservative coalition effectively ensured the public were aware that the Labor party had 
given smaller Greens a much more significant position in Canberra than their representation 
should have allowed, resulting in the moderate Labor voters changing support.21 Senior Labor 
ministers learnt from this political mistake ensuring that the public were well aware that Labor 
rejects the possibility of another coalition with the Greens.  

This may change if the Greens support is required in order for Labor to form a minority 
government following in the 2022 Federal Election. This is especially true as the major parties 
balance leadership and party preference pools may result in minor parties receiving more votes 
by dissatisfied voters. The remaining significant minor parties and independents typically lean 
to the right on most issues making a coalition with the Labor party instead of the mainstream 
conservative coalition unlikely. This is to the Labor party’s advantage as their voter base is not 
split among multiple parties. Therefore Labor is free to maintain its traditional foreign policy 
attitudes without having to compromise to form a minority government.  

VII. MINOR PARTIES AND INDEPENDENTS  
 INFLUENCE  

Minority governments are often held to a greater level of accountability.22 This is principally 
because the minor parties and independents who give confidence and supply votes have a 
stronger influence to ensure accountability. The offset to this is the minor parties or 
independents hold a greater influence in parliament than there representation should allow. 
Minor parties have affected how the two main parties have used bipartisan agreements to pass 
foreign policy without raising it as a political issue even if it has the potential to cause conflict.23 
An example of this is the Paris Climate Change Agreement. While entered into by the 
conservative coalition with the support of Labor, it has become a policy among the minor 
parties’ political platforms (with the exception of the Greens) to remove Australia from this 
agreement. The key argument behind leaving the agreement among the minority parties is the 

 
20 K Murphy, ‘Labor marshals votes for Peter Dutton referral as Julia Banks quits Liberal party’, The Guardian (Web Page, 
27 November 2018) <https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2018/nov/27/julia-banks-quits-liberal-party-and-says-it-
has-abandoned-sensible-centrist-values>; H Ross, B MacKenzie & J Shoebridge ‘MP Kevin Hogan moving to crossbenches, 
but remaining as a National Party member’, ABC News (Web Page, 28 August 2018) <https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-
08-28/support-continues-for-kevin-hogan-as-he-heads-for-crossbenches/10169212>. 
21 Bloomfield (n 16) 291. 
22 L Williams, ‘Flexible election timing and international conflict’ (2013) 57(3) International Studies Quarterly 449, 457. 
23 McLean (n 6) 7. 
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perceived unfair burden the agreement places on Australia. The Greens, in opposition to the 
other important minority parties, use the Internationalism school of foreign policy. The Greens 
view the Paris Agreement as a valuable tool in promoting domestic environmental policy as 
well as promoting better international collaboration in combating environmental issues.   

The significant minor parties in Australia are Pauline Hanson’s One Nation, United Australia 
Party, Katter’s Australian Party, Australian Conservatives, Central Alliance, Derryn Hinch’s 
Justice Party, Fraser Anning’s Conservative National Party, Liberal Democratic Party and the 
Australian Greens. These parties are significant as they have held at least one member in the 
federal parliament in the last decade. With the exception of the Australian Greens, these minor 
parties are found to be either conservative or to the right of politics.  

The party platform for Pauline Hanson’s One Nation party for the 2019 election is to reject any 
United Nations agreements which are not deemed to be beneficial for Australia.24 Pauline 
Hanson’s One Nation party policies regarding Australian foreign policy and international 
relations align closely with the Seclusion school of thought. The United Australia Party, Fraser 
Anning’s Conservative National Party and the Australian Conservatives have espoused similar 
policies.25 Pauline Hanson’s One Nation has continued this approach with their strong 
opposition towards Brisbane hosting the 2032 Olympics. There is a slight overlap between 
Seclusion goals and Traditionalism among these minor parties but a clear rejection of classical 
Internationalism is present among each platform. This goes directly against the notion of being 
a “middle-power” to which Australian foreign policy has loosely been built upon.26 

McLean27 suggests that China’s rise to prominence will elicit particular responses such as 
hedging and balancing from Australia. While this is true by the Labor and conservative 
coalition parties, rhetoric against China and any Chinese influence in Australian markets has 
become a talking point due to the minor political party United Australia Party pushing an anti-
Chinese investment message. This is the behaviour that elitism fear.28 This may appear to be a 
Traditionalist approach as it is potential Chinese interference that is deemed undesirable 
whereas as the United States has had more than 6,800 marines stationed in Darwin since 2012.29 

The minor political parties’ policies regarding Australia’s international relations add to the 
appropriateness of studying Traditionalism, Seclusion and Internationalism. This is because 
the majority of the minor parties have adapted a Seclusion approach to foreign policy or have 
a platform of rejecting the Internationalist approach. It is therefore critical to understand these 
theories to understand why they have been accepted or rejected by the minor parties as their 

 
24 Pauline Hanson’s One Nation Party, One Nation Federal Policies (Policies, 2019) 
<https://www.onenation.org.au/policies/>. 
25 United Australian Party, United Australia Party National Policies (Policies, 2019) 
<https://www.unitedaustraliaparty.org.au/national_policy/>; Australian Conservatives, Policies (Policies, 2019) 
<https://www.conservatives.org.au/our_policies>. 
26 Ungerer (n 12). 
27 McLean (n 6) 3. 
28 McLean (n 6). 
29 E Smith & K O’Brien, ‘U.S. Marines arriving in Darwin in record numbers to focus on Indo-Pacific stability’, ABC News 
(Web Page, 24, April 2019) <https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-04-24/marines-us-arrive-in-darwin-largest-rotational-
prime-minister/11043196>. 
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prominence in Australian politics continues to grow. A future minority government may be 
required to adapt the current major party’s trend in foreign policy of using Internationalism if 
the major party is required to have the support of minority parties that favour a Seclusion or 
Traditionalist approach.  

VIII. CONCLUSION  

Traditionalism, Seclusion and Internationalism are still appropriate currents of thought in 
regard to foreign policy in Australia despite domestic instability, minority governments and 
the growing influence of minor parties and independents. The domestic political instability in 
Australia can largely be attributed to the individual political party’s reacting to poor polling 
results and not the Government’s foreign policy. Minor parties’ political platforms hold 
elements of Traditionalism, Seclusion or a rejection of Internationalism. Minority governments 
have not shown any significant changes in terms of foreign policy. Therefore, these three 
philosophical schools of thought are still appropriate currents of thought in considering 
Australian foreign policy.    
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